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Introduction 
Since Craig's landmark result on interpolation for classical predicate logic, proved 
as the main technical lemma in [14], interpolation is considered one of the centra! 
concepts in pure logic. Various interpolation properties find their applications in 
computer science and have many deep purely logical consequences. 
We focus on two propositional versions of Craig interpolation property: 
Craig Interpolation Property: for every provable implication (A -+ B) there is 
an interpolant I containing only only common variables of A and B such that both 
implications (A -+ I) and (I-+ B) are provable. 
Craig interpolation, although it seems rather technical, is a deep logical property. It 
is dosely related to expressive power of a logic - as such it entails Beth's definabil-
ity property, or forces functional completeness. It is also related to Robinson's joint 
consistency of two theories that agree on the common language. Craig interpolation 
has an important algebraic counterpart - it entails amalgamation or superamalgama-
tion property of appropriate algebraic structures. In case of modal provability logics, 
Craig interpolation entails fixed point theorem. 
There are other interpolation properties, defined w.r.t. a consequence relation 
rather then w.r.t. a provable implication. In presence of deduction theorem the two 
possibilities coincide. However, in modal logics, we have at least two possible con-
sequence relations - local and global and also two such interpolation properties 
[28]. In this case, thanks the deduction theorem for the local consequence relation, 
the Craig interpolation coincides with the local interpolation and entails the global 
interpolation, but not other way round. 
A stronger version of Craig interpolation property arises in relation with quantifier 
eliminatíon: 
Uniform Interpolation Property: for every formula A and any choice of propo-
sitional variables ij, there i s a post-interpolant I post A ( if.) depending only on A and ij 
such that for all provable implications (A -+ B), where the shared variables of A and 
B are among ij, (A -+ IpostA(if.)) and (IpostA(if.) -+ B) are provable. Similarly there 
is a pre-interpolant: for every formula B and any choice of propositional variables f 
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there is a formula IpreB(f) depending only on Band f such that for all provable impli-
cations (A -t B) where the shared variables of A and Bare among f, (/preB(f) -t B) 
and (A -t fpreB(f)) are provable. 
Uniform interpolation as connected to a quantifier elimination is used in computer 
science in slicing programs. 
The presence of the (uniform) interpolation property has a proof-theoretic sig-
nificance since it is dosely related to the existence of analytic properties of a proof 
system: Suppose that the rule 
is admissible in the proof system. Then interpolation property implies that looking 
for a proof of A -t C it suffices to look for proofs of A -t B and B C where only 
variables occurring already in A and C respectively occur. 
This reflects in such computer science applications as theorem proving, simplifi-
cations of database queries, or SAT based model checking. 
We would like to stress that to have an interpolation property is significant for a 
logic. The fact that most of widely used logics satisfy interpolation properties does not 
mean that most of logics have interpolation, it is rather other way round we usually 
deal with logics having interpolation. (For example, there is continuum of logics over 
provability logic GL having Craig interpolation, and there is also continuum of logics 
over GL without Craig interpolation [13].) The matter here is not so much if a logic 
has an interpolation, but rather where the logic interpolates (in which schematic 
extension or in which extension of the language). 
A lot information of various interpolation and related properties in modal logic 
can be found in Maksimova's work [34], [35], and in Maksimova's and Gabbay's book 
[17]. 
The aím of the thesis is to study interpolation properties of propositional modallogics 
from a proof-theoretic point of view. We concentrate on the stronger from the two 
interpolation properties in the first part of our thesis. 
Uniform Interpolation. As usual in the case of modallogics, semantic methods are 
better developed and preferred proving important characterizations of a logic which 
is also the case of uniform interpolation. Semantic proofs are often considered to 
offer better insight into a problem while proof-theoretic proofs are useful thanks their 
constructiveness. We do not quite share this opinion and find proof-theoretic proofs 
valuable as providing deep understanding as well, alternative but not very far from 
the semantic one. However, constructiveness is one of our main motivatíon to extend 
study of uniform interpolation by proof-theoretic methods. 
Since uniform interpolants can be easily expressed using propositional quantifiers, 
i.e., quantifiers ranging over propositional variables, the phenomenon of the existence 
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of uniform interpolants can be viewed as the possibility of a simulation, or equivalently 
an elimination, of certain propositional quantifiers. A semantic proof of uniform inter-
polation based on such a simulation of propositional quantifiers was given by Visser 
in [52] for modal logics K, Gódel-Lob's logic of provability GL and Grzegorczyk's 
logic S4Grz. (For GL, uniform interpolation was first proved by Shavrukov in [47].) 
Visser's semantic proof uses a model theoretic argument based on bisimulations on 
Kripke models. The proof yields a semantic meaning of uniform interpolants and 
information about their type - a complexity bound in terms of D-depth. However, 
the proof does not provide us with a construction of the interpolants. A similar se-
mantic argument should also work for modal logic T but it is not given in Visser's 
paper. A proof of uniform interpolation for K, based on a semantic argument, can 
be found also in Krachťs book [28]. 
We concentrate on a proof-theoretic method introduced by Pitts in [39] where he 
proved that intuitionistic propositional logic satisfies uniform interpolation. In this 
case, a semantic argument using bisimulations on Kripke models was given later by 
Ghilardi and Zawadowski in [19], and independently by Visser in [52]. The Pitts' ar-
gument uses a simulation of propositional quantifiers in the framework of an analytic 
sequent proof system. The main point of keeping the information "to be the uniform 
interpolant" finite and thus represented by a single formula is in a use of a termi-
nating sequent proof system, i.e., a proof system in which any backward proof-search 
terminates. 
As Craig interpolation relates to cut-free proofs, uniform interpolation relates to 
terminating proof-search trees. Proving Craig interpolation, we start with a cut-free 
(or nortmalized) proof of an implication and construct an interpolant inductively from 
the proof. Proving uniform interpolation, we start with a kind of proof-search tree for 
a formula ( we search for all proofs in which the formula can occur in the appropriate 
context) and a uniform interpolant is then the formula corresponding to such a tree. 
Here our study dosely relates to decision procedures and proof-search related area. 
So far such a proof-theoretic proof of uniform interpolation has been given by 
the author for modal logics K and T in [3]. In this thesis we extend the method to 
logics having arithmetical interpretation - Godel-Lob's logic of provability GL and 
Grzegorczyk's logic S4Grz. The main advantage of the proof-theoretic method we 
use is that it provides an explicit effective and also easily implementable construction 
of uniform interpolants. An interesting part of the proof consists in an application 
of terminating analytic sequent calculi for modal logics, namely in the case of logics 
having arithmetical interpretation which are usually not considered in this context. 
The second part of the thesis is devoted to a version of the Craig's interpolation the-
orem considered in connection with proof complexity - so called feasible, or effective 
interpolation. 
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Feasible interpolation. The complexity of propositional proofs, especially lower 
bounds on their size, are of main interest in proof complexity: proving that in no 
proof system the lengths of proofs can be polynomially bounded would prove that 
N P f:. coN P. Various classical propositional proof systems have been concerned, 
including versions of sequent calculus, resolution refutations, Frege systems etc. Re-
cently the study extends to various nonclassical propositionallogics. 
Proving lower bounds on size of proofs, a version of the Craig's interpolation 
theorem, so called feasible interpolation, is concerned. It enables to extract, from 
a proof of an implication, a boolean interpolation circuit whose size is polynomial in 
the size of the proof. If the extracted circuit is monotone, we talk about monotone 
feasible interpolation which turns out to be a strong property of a proof system from 
the complexity point of view. 
Krajíček [29] proposed a method of proving lower bounds using feasible interpo-
lation: suppose we are able to show that some implication does not have a simple 
interpolant, than, providing feasible interpolation holds, it cannot ha ve a simple proof. 
Methods how to obtain concrete examples of harcl tautologies for a proof system 
satisfying feasible interpolation were proposed by Razborov in [42], and by Bonet, 
Pittasi, and Raz in [7]. For the case of monotone feasible interpolation it immedi-
ately yields lower bounds for a proof system, while in general case we have to use 
some, usually modest, complexity assumptions (like that there exist pseudorandom 
generators or that facto ring is harcl to compute). 
Feasible interpolation was already proved for several classical proof systems by 
Krajíček [30], Pudlák [40], and for intuitionistic sequent calculus by Buss and Pudlák 
in [12], orby Goerdt in [22]. Monotone feasible interpolation was used to prove lower 
bounds e.g. for Resolution ([40],[6]), Cutting Planes ([40],[6]) or Hilberťs Nullstel-
lensatz proof systems ([10],[2]). 
The approach of [11] and [12], where intuitionistic propositionallogic is considered, 
is to derive feasible interpolation from feasible disjunction property which is proved 
using a natural deduction calculus and a sequent calculus respectively. 
Feasible interpolation for modallogic 84, which is naturaly related to intuitionistic 
logic, has been considered using this method by the author in [4], and by Ferrari, 
Fiorentini, and Fiorino in [15] where feasible disjunction property is proved for various 
modallogics using a different method, while feasible interpolation is derived only for 
S4 using a straightforward translation of the appropriate part of the intuitionistic 
case. 
In this part of the thesis we follow the method of [12] and simplify the proof used 
in [4] to obtain feasible interpolation theorem through feasible disjunction property 
for several modal propositional logics. Our motivation is to make clear how easily 
the method proposed in [12] works in case of modallogics and that it is indeed more 
general then the intuitionistic case, rather then use a blind translation of the more 
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complicated intuitionistic case to particular modallogics. 
As a consequence we obtain, under some complexity assumption, the existence 
of bard modal tautologies. A speed-up between classical proofs and proofs in modal 
systems can be obtained as a corollary of appropriate feasible interpolation theorems, 
assuming e.g. that factoring is harcl [12], [7]. 
In very recent work of Hrubeš [26] it has been shown that modallogics K, K4, 
S4, GL satisfy even monotone feasible interpolation theorem and concrete examples 
of bard tautologies has been presented. 
Overview of the thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 1 Preliminaries: we fix notation and briefly sketch basic facts about 
normal modal logics - an axiomatization, Kripke semantics and arithmetical 
interpretatíon. 
• Chapter 2 Modal sequent proof systems: íntroduces cut free sequent calculi 
that are used in the followíng chapter to prove uniform interpolation and theír 
structural propertíes are proved. Sínce our method of províng uníform inter-
polation is closed to decision procedures and since termination of the calculi is 
one of its main ingredients, we also díscuss proof-search and íts termination in 
modallogics. Some of the calculi contain loop-preventíng mechanísms. 
• Chapter 3 U niform Interpolation: we prove uniform interpolation theorem 
for modallogics K, T, GL, and S4Grz. The proof consísts in a constructíon of 
a formula simulating propositional uníversal quantification. It entails uniform 
interpolation via an interpretation of a second order modal logic in its proposi-
tional counterpart. However, the construction itself can bee seen constructing 
an interpolant directly. 
• Chapter 4 Feasible Interpolation: we prove feasible interpolation for modal 
propositionallogics K, K4, K4Grz, GL, T, S4, and S4Grz via feasible dis-
junction property. For this chapter, we define different sequent proof systems 
with the cut rule, uniformly for all the logics. We derive complexity conse-
quences the existence of bard modal tautologies ( under some modest com-
plexity assumptions). 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.0.1 Notation 
We shall consider propositional modal logics and quantified propositional modal log-
ics. We follow literature in referring to quantified propositional modal logics as to 
second order propositional modal logics. 
The letters A, B, ... range over formulas, the letters p, q, ... range over propositional 
variables, Greek letters r, ,6., ... range over finite multisets of formulas (in Chapters 
2,3) or finite set s of formulas (in Chapter 4). It will be cle ar form context whether 
we speak about sets or multisets. We write r, ,6. for the multiset union of r and ,6. 
( the set union resp.). Membership relation sign E relates to set s as well as to multisets 
according to its context. { Al'f?(A)} denotes the multiset (set) of formulas satisfying 
the property 4'· 
For a multiset r, ro denotes the corresponding set. 
Dr denotes the multiset (set) {DAlA E r}. ro denotes the multiset (set) {AlDA E 
r}. 
r\A denotes the setr- {A}; r\A, B denotes the setr- {A, B} 
We use the following propositional second order modal language and definition of 
formulas: 
A:= pl DAlA(\ BI--,AIVpA 
Logical connectives V,-----+,~ and the constants T, .l are defined as usual and :lpA =df 
--,\fp--,A, <)A =df --,D--,A. We freely use the fulllanguage in the text. 
We denote the set of propositional variables by V ar and the set of all modal formulas 
Fl a. 
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Writing A(p, ij) we mean that all propositional variables of A are among p, ij. V ar(r) 
stays for the set of all variables free in the multiset (set) r. 
A notation of the form r =? ~ ar I:jr =? ~ is a sequent. To keep readability, we 
often enclose sequents in the text with brackets (). r is called the antecedent and ~ 
is called the succedent of the sequent r =? ~-
We use the sign 1-c for provability in the calculus C. We write S1 ; ... ; Sn f-c S for 
a fact that a sequent S is provable in calculus C from sequents S1 •.. Sn as assump-
tions. Writing 1-c r {::? ~ we mean that both f-c r =? ~ and 1-c ~ =? r. 
The weight w(A) of a modal formula A is def:ined as follows: 
• w(p) w(l.) = 1 
• w(B o C) = w(B) + w(C) + 1 
• w(--.B) = w(OB) = w(B) + 1 
The weight w(r) of a multiset r is the sum of weights of the formula occurrences from 
r, the weight of a sequent is the sum of the weight of its antecedent and the weight 
of its succedent. 
Quantif:iers bind propositional variables; we adopt the usnal def:inition of the scope, 
free, and bounded variables. 
1.0.2 Normal modallogics 
We focus on so called normal modal logics which extend classical propositional logic 
and at least contain a schema expressing that the O modality distributes over im-
plication. From a semantic point of view, this is a class of logic with natural frame 
semantics. 
We just briefly list some basic facts about logics we deal with in the thesis. More 
on modal logics in general, as well as all missing details and proofs can be found in 
books [5], [13], [8]. 
In what follows, we treat axioms and rules as schemata. A usual def:inition of 
normal modallogic is the following one identifying logic with the set of its tautologies: 
Definition 1.0.1. Normal modallogic is any set of modal formulas that 
• contains (all instances of) classical propositional tautologies 
• contains (all instances of) the schema K: O(A---. B) ---. (OA---. OB) 
• is closed under the rules Modus Ponens and the Necessitation rule: A/DA. 
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We understand normal modallogics rather as extensions of classical propositional 
logic in modal language with axiom schemata and the Necessitation rule. Given 
a Hilbert style axiomatization H of classical propositionallogic, we consider following 
normal modal logics: 
• the minimal propositional normal modallogic K with its Hilbert style axioma-
tization HK which results from adding the schema K and the Necessitation rule 
to H. 
• logic T with its Hilbert style axiomatization Hr which results from adding 
the reflexivity schemaT: DA-----> A to HK 
• logic K4 with its Hilbert style axiomatization HK4 which results from adding 
the schema 4: DA -----> ODA to HK 
• logic S4 with its Hilbert style axiomatization H 84 which results from adding 
the schemaT to HK4 
• Godel-Lob's logic GL with its Hilbert style axiomatization HeL which results 
from adding the Lob's axiom 1: 
D(DA-----> A)-----> DA 
to HK or equivalently to HK4 
• Grzegorczyk's logic K4Grz with its Hilbert style axiomatization HK4Grz which 
results from adding the the Grzegorczyk's axiom Grz: 
D(D(A-----> DA) ----->A) -----> DA 
to HK or equivalently to HK4 
• Grzegorczyk's logic S4Grz with its Hilbert style axiomatization Hs4crz which 
results from adding the Grzegorczyk's axiom Grz to Hr or equivalently to Hs4 
A proof in a modal Hilbert calculus is defined as usual and a proof from assump-
tions is defined in two different ways as follows: 
Definition 1.0.2. r f---~L A iff there is a finite sequence of formulas each of them is 
either an axiom or an assumption from r, or a result of an application of the rule 
MP to some two preceeding formulas, or a result of an application of the rule Nec to 
some preceeding formula; and the last formula in the sequence is A. 
r f---t,h A iff there is a finite r' s,;; r such that f--- HL 1\ r' -----) A. 
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Note that (A 1-~L DA) and therefore we do not have the usual deduction theorem 
for this definition of proof from assumptions. For Hh deduction theorem follows 
immediately from the definition. 
The letters g, l in superscripts refer to "global" and "local". This is motivated 
by corresponding relations of semantic consequence (definition of which see below). 
The local provability can be alternatively defined as follows: r Hh A iff there is 
a proof of A from r where the Necessitation rule is not used once an assumption from 
r is used, i.e., we allow to necessitate only theorems. 
It is the local provability which corresponds to Gentzen style formalization of 
modallogics. 
1.0.3 Kripke semantics 
Kripke semantics is based on relational structures called Kripke frames consisting 
on an nonempty set (usually called a set of possible worlds) together with a binary 
relation on the set which is called the accessibility relation. Possible worlds can be 
seen as classical valuations, modal formulas are evaluated in a possible world relatively 
to the accessible worlds: a formula DA holds in a possible world whenever A holds 
in all accessible worlds. Precisely: 
Definition 1.0.3. A frame :F is a pair (W, R) where W is a nonempty set and 
R ~ W x W is a binary relation on W. 
A model M is a triple (W, R, V) where (W, R) is a frame and V : V ar t-t P(W) is 
a valuation function mapping propositional variables to subsets of W. 
A valuation function V generates a relation ll-v~ W x Fla of validity of a formula 
in a world as follows: 
• w ll-v p iff w E V(p) 
• w ll-v A 1\ B iff w ll-v A and w ll-v B 
• w ll-v ·A iff w Jt!v A 
• w ll-v DA iff for all w', wRw' implies w' ll-v A 
A formula A holds in a model M (W, R, V), notation F M A, iff for all w E W 
w ll-v A. 
A formula A holds in a frame :F, notation F.r A, iff it holds in every model based on 
:F. 
A formula A holds in a class of frames ~' notation F;J A, iff for any frame :F E ~~ 
F.r A. 
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A formula A is a local semantic consequence of r w.r.t. a class of frames J, notation 
r I=~ A, iff for any model M (W, R, V) based on a frame from J, and any world 
w E W, if for all C E f w ll-v C then w ll-v A. 
A formula A is a global semantic consequence of r w.r.t. a class of frames J, notation 
r A, iff for any model M based on a frame from J, if for all CEr MI= C then 
M A. 
We say that a calculus HL is complete w.r.t. a class of frames J iff 
A iff I=J A. 
We say that a calculus Hr- is strongly complete w.r.t. a class of frames J iff 
r A iff r ~=k A. 
The following completeness theorems hold: 
• The calculus HK is strongly complete w.r.t. the class of all Kripke frames. 
• The calculus Hr is strongly complete w.r.t. the class of reflexive Kripke frames. 
• The calculus HK4 is strongly complete w.r.t. the class of transitive Kripke 
frames. 
• calculus H 84 strongly complete w.r.t. the class of reflexive and transitive 
Kripke frarnes. It is also complete w.r.t. the class of partially ordered frames. 
• The calculus HaL is complete w.r.t. the class of transitive and converse well-
founded Kripke frames. It is also com plete w.r. t. finite irreftexive trees. 
• The calculus HK4Grz is complete w.r.t. the class of transitive and converse 
well-founded Kripke frames. 
• The calculus Hs4crz is complete w.r.t. the class of transitive, reftexive and 
converse well-founded Kripke frames. It is also complete w.r.t. finite partially 
ordered trees. 
We define the follo\\'Íng translation A* of modal formulas (to interpret reflexivity): 
* does nothing with propositional variables, it commutes with logical connectives, and 
(DA)* 1\ A. Then the following holds: 
ll 
1.0.4 Arithmetical interpretation 
There is a possibility to interpret the O modality as formalized provability in an arith-
metical theory. For Godel-Lob's logic GL this yields a natural provability interpre-
tation. The main reference is Boolos' book [8], for a history of provability logic see 
also [45]. 
Fix an arithmetical recursively axiomatizable theory T with its axiomatization 
expressed by a sentence T. Consider a standard proof predicate Pr7 (ijj) for T. We de-
fine an arithmetical evaluation of modal formulas to be a function from propositional 
variables to arithmetical sentences such that it commutes with logical connectives, 
and e(j_) =(O= S(O)), and e(DA) = Pr7 (e(A)). 
We say that modallogic L is arithmetical complete w.r.t. au arithmetical theory 
T ( or it is the logic of provability of T) if 
\fe(f-HL A iff Tf- e(A)). 
Godel-Lob's logic GL was proved to be complete for Peano arithmetic by Solovay 
[49]. Later was shown that it is the logic of provability of a large family of reasonable 
formal theories. 
Using this fact and properties of the translation A* from S4Grz to GL, we obtain 
the following arithmetical interpretation of Grzegorczyk's logic: let an arithmetical 
evaluation of modal formulas be as before, only now e(DA) = Prr(e(A)) !\ e(A). 
Chapter 2 
Modal sequent proof systems 
In classical and intuitionistic logic, sequent proof systems originated by Gentzen [18] 
are recognized one of basic and most general proof-theoretic formulations of the logic. 
In case of modallogic they are no more accepted so widely as the natural formulation 
of derivability in a logic. A problematic point can be found in the nature of sequent 
rules- they usually introduce a connective and leave the context untouched. This is no 
more the case treating modal operators by a sequent rule. Typically, an introduction 
rule for the necessity modality to the succedent manipulate formulas in the antecedent 
as well. However, we find sequent calculi quite natural for modal logics, in the sense 
that they satisfactorily treat the local consequence relation of modallogics (see 1.0.2). 
The fact that we deal with normal modal logics extending classical propositional 
logic is reflected by the design of modal sequent calculi they are obtained extending 
a classical sequent calculus by modal rules. It is not the case, as one would expect, 
that each modal axiom corresponds to some sequent rule. To obtain a formulation of 
a sequent calculus with nice structural and analytic properties as e.g. cut admissibility 
( or elimination), o ne should be careful introd ucíng modal rul es. Concerning rul es for 
the necessity modality in logics we consider in this thesis, we have one left rule 
corresponding to the schema T if the logic we deal with is reflexive, and one right 
rule corresponding to the distributivity schema K and all the other a.xioms at once. 
The particular form of sequent calculi we have chosen for this and the following 
chapter fits our aim to use it for proof-search related manipulations. In particular, we 
use multisets of formulas to formulate a sequent, we use a definition without the cut 
rule which is to be proved admissible in our systems, and all other structural rules 
are built in strong logical rules. 
Since the proof of uniform interpolation contained in the next chapter is closely 
related to decision procedures for modal logics and termination of a proof-search in 
the calculi is one of its main ingredients, we devote some space in this chapter to 
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explain proof-search in modal logics. 
For hasíc reference on modal sequent calculi see e.g. Wansing's chapter in [54], 
or Schwichtenberg's and Troelstra's book [51]. For sequent calculi of modal logics 
having arithmetical interpretation you may consult Sambin Valentini [46] or Avron 
[1]. 
The chapter 2 is organized as follows: 
• Section 2.1: we define the sequent calculus G for classical propositional logic 
as the common basis for all modal sequent calculi. vVe briefly discuss sets vs. 
multisets setting. 
• Section 2.2: we define the sequent calculus GmK for modallogic K and Gmr 
for modallogic T. 
- Subsection 2.2.1: we explain proof-search in modallogics based on sequent 
calculi, discuss the termination problem and show that in GmK any proof-
search terminates. Then we define the calculus Gm~ for modal logic T 
including a simple loop preventing mechanism and show that it is termi-
nating. Terminatíon ís one of the maín requírements on the proof system 
we use to prove uniform interpolation using the Pitts' method. 
Subsection 2.2.2: we prove that structural rules weakening, contraction, 
and cut are admissible in our calculi. We show that Gmr and Gm~ are 
equivalent. 
• Section 2.3: we define the sequent calculus GmaL for modal logic GL and 
Gmarz for modallogic S4Grz. 
Subsection 2.3.1: we show that in GmaL any proof-search terminates. 
Then we define the calculus GmiJrz for modallogic S4Grz includíng two 
loop preventing mechanisms and show that it is terminating. 
Subsection 2.3.2: we prove that structural rules weakening and contraction 
are admissible in our calculi. We show that GmiJrz equals Gmarz· 
subsection 2.3.2: we show cut admissibility in GmaL and Gmarz ( and thus 
in GmiJrz) using a semantic argument based on a decision procedure. 
2.1 Classical sequent calculus G 
First we introduce the sequent calculus G for classical propositionallogic as the com-
man basis which, extending by appropriate modal rules, results in particular modal 
logics. 
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Antecedents, succedents and principal formulas are defined as usual. \Ve consider 
antecedents and succedents to be finite multisets of fomulas. 
We consider sequent proofs in a tree form, the height of a proof is just its height 
as a tree. 
Definition 2.1.1. Sequent calculus C: 
r,p::::;. p, t::. 
r::::;. A, 1:::. r::::;. B, 1:::. 
---=-.;__----:---=--:--- 1\-r f::::;.AI\B,t::. 
r, A ::::;. 1:::. r, B ::::;. 1:::. 
____.:_--:=--:---=-__;__-:---- v -1 
r,AVB=?!::. 
The calculus G corresponds to the calculus G3cp from [51]. 
The structural rules of weakening, contraction, and cut are not listed in the defi-
nition of G, however, they are admissible in it. We prove this fact for modal sequent 
calculí based on G later. 
RemaTk 2.1.2. Sets vs multisets 
Since we are not dealing with substructural logics and the contraction rules are 
sound for all aur systems, we have a choice between a formalization using sets or 
multisets of formulas. It is convenient to deal with multisets rather then with sets of 
formulas when considering proof-search and complexity related problems. The reason 
is that, in sets, the rules of contraction are hidden. It is therefore easier to control 
all steps in proofs and decision procedures dealing with a contraction-free calculus 
defined for multisets ( although o ne has to prove that contraction rul es are admissi-
ble). However, as will become clear later, we somehow cannot obey referring to sets 
establishing termination arguments for our calculi. On the other hand, if we dealt 
with sets, we would need to take care on steps where contractions are hidden and 
there it is like dealing with multisets again. 
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2.2 Sequent calculi for logics K and T 
We introduce the sequent calculus GmK for modal logic K and Gmr for modallogic 
T in a natural way, prove their structural properties, and show they are indeed equiv-
alent to the corresponding Hilbert style formalizations. Then we define the sequent 
calculus Gm;}; for modal logic T includíng a loop preventing mechanism and show it 
is terminating and equivalent to Gmr. 
Definition 2.2.1. Sequent calculus GmK results from adding the following modal 
rule to G: 
Sequent calculus Gmr results from adding the following modal rule to GmK: 
A~ b. Dr 
r, DA ~ b. 
Antecedents, succedents and principal formulas are defined as before. In the case 
of the O K rule, DA and all formulas from or are principal. 
Since our motivation com es from backward proof-search, we restrict the O K rule 
- TI contains only propositional variables and E contains only propositional variables 
and boxed formulas. Thís becomes clear in a termination argument. 
The weakening rules, the contraction rules, and the cut rule are not listed among 
our rules, but they are admissible in our systems. 
Definition 2.2.2. We say that a rule is invertible if whenever the conclusion of 
the rule has a proof, each premiss has a proof as well. 
Notice that all the classical rules and the Dr rule are invertible which can be easily 
shown either by a semantic argument or by induction on derivations. 
2.2.1 Termination 
Let us briefly explain how a proof search in modallogics works. vVe consider the sim-
plest case of K. 
We start with a sequent (r ~ b.). Applying rules of the calculus backwards 
we create a tree whose nodes are labeled by sequents. Applying a rule, we create 
a predecessor node(s) of the current node labeled by the conclusion of the applied rule 
and label the new node(s) by the premiss(es) of the rule. We proceed until we reach 
a sequent in w hich all formulas are either atomic or boxed, say ( or, TI ~ Db., A). 
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Let us call it a critical sequent. If it is not an initial sequent (II nA = 0) and Dó. is 
nonempty we apply the Dwrule and create a predecessor node(s) labeled by sequents 
(r ::::} B), for all B E ó.. We continue until there is no rule to be applied. 
Leaves of the tree are labeled by sequents, on which no rule can be applied - they 
are either initial sequents or unprovable sequents. We mark the leaves as follows 
- the initial sequents as positive and the others as negative. \Ve continue marking 
the sequents in the tree as follows: a critical sequent is marked as positive if at least 
one of its predecessors has been marked as positive. Any other sequent is marked as 
positive if all its predecessors have been marked as positive. 
If the bottom sequent has been marked as positive, it is provable and by deleting 
all negative sequents we obtain its proof. 
Since all the rules except the O K rule are invertible and we always first apply them 
backwards to reach a critical sequent, it is natural to define the following concept of 
a closure of a sequent (f ::::} ó.) to consist of all immediately preceding critical sequents 
in a proof search tree for (r ::::} ó.) (i.e. the crítical sequents from the closure under 
all backward applicable invertible rules): 
Definition 2.2.3. For a calculus GmL and a sequent (r ::::} ó.), let C(f; ó.) denote 
the smallest set of sequents containing (r::::} ó.) and closed under backward applica-
tions of the invertible rules of GmL. 
The closure of a sequent (r ::::} ó.) denoted Cl(f; ó.) is then the set of all critical 
sequents from C(f; ó.). 
It is clear that the closure of a sequent is finíte and that conjunction of sequents 
from the closure proves the original sequent, and also whenever the original sequent 
is provable, each of sequents from the closure is provable as well. See Lemma 2.3.5 
below. 
The proof search tree then looks as follows: starting with a sequent (r ::::} ó.), 
we first obtain a conjunction of branches with nodes labeled by critical sequents 
from the closure Cl(f; ó.), and then we apply a modal jump to each of them (if 
possible) to obtain a disjunction of branches with nodes labeled by all the possible 
OK predecessors. 
A proof search terminates if the corresponding tree is finite. In other words, it 
terminates if there is a function defined on sequents which decreases in every backward 
application of a rule. 
Any backward proof search in the calculus GmK obviously terminates: we consider 
the weight of a sequent to be the function and observe that for each rule, the weight 
function decreases in every backward application of the rule: 
Lemma 2.2.4. Backward proof search in GmK always terminates. 
This is not the case in the calculus Gmr due to the Dr rule in which a contraction 
is hidden and therefore the weight function can increase in a backward application 
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of the Dr rule ( observe that the rule can always be applied backwards to a critical 
sequent). Moreover, no other function does the job- the calculus is not terminating. 
A counterexample is e.g. a proof search for sequent (p :::} ()(p 1\ q)) which creates 
a loop. 
This defect can be easily avoided by a simple loop-preventing mechanism: once we 
handle DA going backward the rule, we mark it. To do it we add the third multiset 
E to each sequent to store formulas of the form DA already handled. We empty this 
multiset whenever we go backward through the OK rule since in this case the boxed 
content of the antecedent properly changes. This idea results in the following calculus 
similar to the calculus used in [33] and [25] (in [33], it can be recognized in the decision 
procedure; in [25], the one-sided form of the calculus is used). 
The loop preventing mechanism is built in the syntax which is usual when you 
have in mind an implementation of a decision procedure. The reason we have chosen 
this way is that, in the next chapter, we are going to use the calculus (or the sequents) 
in recursively called arguments of the procedure constructing the interpolants. It is 
easier to manage with a built-in mechanism. 
We suggest reader to understand the third multiset as formulas which have been 
marked. 
Definition 2.2.5. Sequent calculus Gmj;: 
Ejr,p:::} p, 6. 
Ejr, A, B :::} 6. 
-,.------- /\-1 Ejr, A 1\ B:::} 6. 
•-r 
Ejr:::} A, 6. Ejr:::} B, 6. 
-'-----:-=---:----'::--:-'--- 1\-r Ejr:::} A 1\ B, 6. 
:::}A 
-------Oj( 
Drjll :::} DA, 6. 
Ejr:::} A, B, 6. 
--,------- V-r Ejr:::} A V B,6. 
DA, A :::} 6. + 
-------OT 
Ejr, DA:::} 6. 
In the Dj( rule, II contains only propositional variables and 6. contains only propo-
sitional variables and boxed formulas. 
We define the closure of a sequent as before, only notice that here we are closing, 
besides the classical rules, under the oj; rule as well. 
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Definition 2.2.6. For a calculus Gmt and a sequent (Elf => ~), let C(Eif; ~) 
denote the smallest set of sequents containing (Elf => ~) and closed under backward 
applications of the invertible rul es of Gm t. 
The closure of a sequent (Elf => ~) denoted Cl(Eif; ~) is then the set of all 
critical sequents from C(Eif; ~). 
Now let us see that this calculus is terminating. 
Lemma 2.2. 7. Backward proof search in Gm;j; always terminates. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. 7. We define b(DE, II, A) to be the number of boxed sub-
formulas of formulas from II, A counted as a set. 
With each sequent (EliT=> A) occurring during a proof search we associate an or-
dered pair of naturalnumbers (b(E,IT,A),w(IT,A)). We consider the pairs lexico-
graphically ordered. In every backward application of a rule this measure decreases 
in terms of the lexicographical ordering - for all rules except the oj{. rule w decreases 
while b remains the same, for the oj{. rule b decreases. 
For all rules except the rule w decreases while b remains the same. For classical 
rules this is obvíous since they do not change the set of boxed subformulas. For the Dr 
rule observe that b(DA, A) = b(DA). 
For the Oj{ rule b decreases. It follows from the fact that b(Dr) > b(f) for a finite 
multiset of formulas f. To see this, let us sj(f) denote the set of subformulas of 
a multiset f. Moreover, let ::5 denote the well quasi-ordering on formulas defined 
A ::5 B iff w(A) ::; w(B), and let -< denote the corresponding strict ordering. Observe 
that, for A E sf(B), it holds that A ::5 B. There are two possibilities: 
Either there is DB E sf(Df) such that DB ~ sj(f) and we are done (in this case 
DB E Df). 
Or, for all E sf(Df), it holds DB E sj(f). Then each DB E Df is a subfor-
mula of a formula from f. Consider any formula from Df and denote it DB1 . Then 
DB1 is a subformula of a formula from f, say B2. Obviously B1 -< B2 since ::5 B2. 
Sínce DB2 E Df, it is a subformula of some B3 E f such that B1 -< B2 -< B3 . We 
continue this way and create a sequence of Bi from f where each DEi is a subformula 
of Bi+l and for any j < i, Bj -< Bi· Since f is finite, the sequence is also finite. 
Consider its last element Bn. Since the -< ordering is well founded, there is no such 
formula in f, a subformula of which is DBn - a contradiction. 
So there is DB E sf(Df) such that DB~ sf(r) and hence b(Dr) > b(f). 
See also [24] or [25], where another (however dosely related) function is considered 
which depends on the weight of the sequent for which the proof search is considered. 
See also Remark 2.2.11. Here we can do without referring to the input sequent using 
the lexicographical ordering. Referring to the input sequent becomes necessary ( even 
in the lexícographical setting) when dealing with modal logics that requires more 
complicated loop checking mechanisms, as e.g. GL or S4Grz. QED 
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2.2.2 Structural rules 
Structural rules, i.e., the weakening rules, the contraction rules, and the cut rule are 
not listed among our rules in definitions of the calculi, but they are admissible in our 
systems. 
Admissibility of a rule, elimination of a rule, and closure under a rule are three 
slightly different notions from the point of view of structural proof theory. For a dis-
cussion on this topic see [38]. What follows are proofs of a rule-admissibility estab-
lished through induction on derivations. 
We shall prove admissibility of structural rules for the calculus Gm~. For the cal-
culi GmK and GmT, admissibility of structural rules can be proved similarly but since 
it is an immediate consequence of their admissibility in Gm~, we omit it. 
For the cut-elimination in modal logics based on multisets see e.g. [51], where 
a slightly different symmetric definition of sequent cal culi is used ( treating both O 
and <; modalities as primitive). 
In what follows, the horizontal lines in proof figures stay for instances of rules of 
Gm~ as well as for instances of admissible rules (see the appropriate labels). 
Definition 2.2.8. We call a rule admissible if for each proof of an instance of its 
premiss( es) there is a proof of the corresponding instance of its conclusion. 
We call a rule heíght-preserving admissible if for each proof of an instance of its 
premiss( s) of height n there is a proof of the corresponding instance of its conclusion 
of height ::; n. 
We call a rule height-preservíng ínvertible if whenever the conclusion of a rule has 
a proof of height n, each premiss has a proof of height ::; n. 
Note that all rules except the Dwrule and the Dj{-rule are height-preservíng in-
vertible. This can be easily shown by induction on the height of the proof of the con-
clusion. 
Lemma 2.2.9. The weakening rules are admissible in Gm~. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2.9. The weakeníng rules are: 
I: Ir'*~ 
L\f, A'* 6,. weak-l 
2:1r '* ~ 
1:\f '* 6., A weak-r 1:, DA\f '* 6,. weak-1+ 
The proof is by induction on the weight of the weakening formula and, for each 
weight, on the height of the proof of the premiss. The induction runs simultaneously 
for all the weakening rules. Note that in the weak-1+ rule, the weakening formula is 
always of the form DA. 
. F~r ~n. ~tomic weakening formula the proof is obvious - note that weakening is 
bmlt m m1t1al sequents as well as in the Dj{-rule. 
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For non atomic and not boxed formula we use height-preserving invertibility of 
the appropriate rule, weaken by formula( s) of lower weight, and then apply the ap-
propriate rule. 
Let us consider the weakening formula of the form OA. If the last inference is 
a classical inference or a O~ inference, we just use the i.h., weaken one step above, 
and use the appropriate rule again. Let the last inference be a oj{. inference. The 
case of weak-r is then obvious since it is built-in the rule. weak-1+ and weak-1 
are captured as follows using the i.h.: 
The later is the only non height-preserving step in the proof. It is easy to sec that 
this problem does not occur when dealing with Gmr or GmK where the the height-
preserving admissibilíty of weakening rul es can easily be obtained. However, the height-
preserving admissibility of weakening rules is not necessary in what follows. QED 
Lemma 2.2.10. The contraction rules are height-preserving admiBsible in Cm~. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2.10. The contraction rules are: 
E!r,A,A =? ~ 
-=-:----- contr-1 E!r,A =? ~ 
The proof is by induction on the weight of the contraction formula and, for each 
weight, on the height of the proof of the premiss. The induction runs simultaneously 
for all the contraction rules. We use the height preserving invertibility of rules . .\Jote 
that in the contr-1+ rule the contraction formula is always of the form OA. 
For A atomic, if the premiss is an initial sequent, the conclusion is an initial 
sequent as well. If not, A is not principal and we use i.h. and apply contraction one 
step above or, in the case of oj{. rule, we apply the rule so that the conclusion is 
weakened by only one occurrence of A. 
For A not atomic and not boxed we use the height preserving invertibility of 
the appropriate rule and by i.h. we apply contraction on formula(s) of lower weight 
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and then the rule again. The third multiset does not make any difference here and it 
works precisely as in the classical logic. 
All the steps are obviously height preserving. 
Now suppose the contraction formula to be of the form DB. We distinguish three 
cases: 
(i) The contraction formu1a is the principal formu1a of a oj{ inference in the an-
tecedent. Then we permute the proof as follows using the i.h.: 
B,r => c 
__ ___:..__;____;, _____ oj{ =* 
DB, DB, Drjl1:::;. DC, 2J 
contr-1+ 
DB, Drjl1 => DC, 2J 
The permutation is obvious1y height preserving. 
0jB,B,r => C 
-..,..,------ contr-1 
0jB,r => C OK 
DB, Drjl1 :::;. DC, 2J 
(ii) The contraction formula is the principal formula of a O~ inference in the an-
tecedent. Then we permute the proof as follows using the i.h. and the height pre-
serving invertibility of the D~ rule: 
E, DB! DB, B, r:::;. Li. + 
---'-------- DT ==;.. 
2J!DB, DB, r:::;. Li. 
2JIDB, r => Li. contr-1 
The permutation is height preserving since the steps contr-1, contr-1+, and invert. do 
not change the height of the proof. 
(iii) The contraction formula is the principal formu1a in the succedent and we want 
to have admissible the following contraction: 
01r => B 
---"'-------Oj{ 
Drjl1:::;. DB, DB, E 
---'-c==---==-==-- contr-r Drjl1 => DB, 2J 
Then we use the oj{ rule so that the conclusion is not weakened by the other occur-
rence of DB. This step is obviously height preserving. 
(iv) The contraction formula is not the principal formula. If the last step is a Oj{ 
inference, DB is in Li.. Then we use the oj( rule so that the conclusion is weakened by 
only one occurrence of the contraction formula. If the last step is another inference, 
we use contraction one step above on the proof of lower height. If it is an initial 
sequent, the conclusion of the desired contraction is an initial sequent as well. Again, 
all the steps are height preserving. QED 
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Remark 2.2.11. Removing duplicate formulas. 
As long as we have the height-preserving admissibility of the contraction rules, we 
can always remove duplicate formulas during a backward proof search. It is important 
for the space complexity. Consider the o;; rule is applied backwards. It can be split 
into two cases: either the principal formula DA is already in the third multiset E, and 
then we do not add it there, or it is not, and the inference stays as it is and we add 
DA to E. This corresponds to treating the third multiset as a set. Try for example 
to search for a proof of (01DDDDDp :::::?- DDDDp) in both versions of the calculus. If 
we allow duplicate formulas in 2::, the increase of the weight of the sequent can be 
exponential. For more on this topíc see Heuerding [24], the calculus KT5 •2 . We do 
not change Gm;j, this way to prove uniform interpolation. However, our proof can be 
easily reformulated in this manner. 
If we consider a proof-search for a sequent (8III :::::?- A) and put c w(8, II, A), 
an analogous function to that in [24] would be f(Eir; 6.) = c2 • b(E, r, 6.) + w(r, 6.). 
It decreases in each backward application of a rule of the variant of Gmj: where we 
do not duplicate formulas in the third multiset 2::. Then possible increase of w(r, 6.) 
in a backward application of the rule is balanced by c2 . If we do not remove 
duplicate formulas, the constant c2 has to be replaced by an exponential function of 
c. 1 
Lemma 2.2.12. The following cut rules are admissible in Gmj:. 
I: Ir :::::?- 6., DA 8, DA!II :::::?- 2:: 
--~--------------~------cut+ 
2::, 8!r, II :::::?- 6., A 
The above cut rule cannot be replaced by the expected form of cut: 
Elr :::::?- 6.,A 8IA,II :::::?-A --~----~----~--------cut', 
E, 8lr, II:::::?- 6., A 
since it is not admissible in Gmj:. The counterexample is the following use of cut': 
:::::?- p + --~-----OK 
Dpi0:::::?-Dp 01Dp:::::?-p , 
Dpl0 :::::?- p cut 
1 In Heuerding [24] ( where one-sided version of the calculus is used treating both () as primi-
tive), b(f) is replaced by the number of boxes in r. There is a gap since the function can increase 
in a backward application of the ( (), new) rule of his calculus KT8 •2 • An example is a proof search 
for ()op where f(0\()Dp) < f( ()Dp\Dp) since then the number of boxes in the sequent increases. 
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which results sequent (Dp!0 => p) unprovable in Gm;j,. 
However, the cut rule above suffices to go through the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 
and it corresponds to system GmT in view of Lemma 2.2.13. The cut+ rule is only 
needed to prove admissibility of the cut rule and it will not be used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.1. What we care on here are only sequents with the third multiset empty 
since they matches usual sequents of the system GmT and therefore they have clear 
meaning (see Lemma 2.2.13, 2.2.16). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2.12. The proof of cut-admissibility is by induction on the weight 
of the cut formula and, for each weight, on the sum of the heights of the proofs of 
the premisses. The main step is the following: Given cut-free proofs of the premisses 
we have to show that there is a proof of the conclusion using only cuts where the cut 
formula ís of lower weight or cuts where the sum of the heights of the proofs of 
the premisses is lower. 
We proceed simultaneously for both the cut rules. N ote that in the cut+ rule, the 
cut formula is always of the form DA. 
If the cut formula is an atom and princi pal in one premiss ( which is then an initial 
sequent) then we can replace the cut inference by weakening inferences. If the cut 
formula is principal in both premisses, the conclusion is an initial sequent. If it 
is principal in neither premiss, we can apply the cut rule one step above so that 
the sum of the heights of the proofs of its premisses is lower, then apply the original 
rule and finally some contractions (if one premiss is an inítial sequent, the conclusion 
ís an initial sequent as well). 
Let us consider non atomic and not boxed cut formula. If it is not principal 
formula in one premiss we can apply the cut rule one step above so that the sum 
of the heights of the proofs of its premisses is lower, then apply the original rule 
and finally some contractions. If the cut formula is principal in both premisses we 
proceed the same way as in the case of classical sequent calculus. For missed details 
(reduction steps treating classical connectives) see the proof for calculus G3cp in [51] 
or [38]. \Ve deal with the cut rule where the third multiset is empty and therefore it 
does not make any change here. 
Let the cut formula be of the form DB. Again, if it is not principal in one premiss 
we can apply the cut rule one step above so that the sum of the heights of the proofs 
of its premisses is lower, then apply the original rule and finally some contractions. 
So let the cut formula be principal in both premisses. Then there are two cases to 
distinguish: 
(i) The cut formula is the principal formula of a Oj{ inference in both premisses 
(i.e. the following instance of the cut+ rule): 
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Here we apply the i.h. and use the following cut ínference with the cut formula of 
lower weíght and the Oj{ rule to permute the proof as follows: 
rr cut 
___ __;_ _______ o+ 
or, orr!r', IT' => ~' oc, A K 
(ii) The cut formula is the principal formula of a Oj{ inference in one premíss 
while it is the principal formula of a inference in the other. The only possibility 
how this situation can occur ís the following instance of the cut rule: 
010 => B + DB B => A 
---'----- 0 K 
01f =>DB,~ 01DB,I1 =>A 
01r, ll=>~' A cut 
In this case we use, by the í.h., one cut+ inference wíth a lower sum of the heights of 
its premisses and one cut ínference wíth the cut formula of a lower weight to permute 
the proof as follows: 
QED 
Lemma 2.2.13. Gm;j; is equivalent to Gmr: 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2.13. The right-left implication follows immediately since delet-
ing the "I" symbol from all sequents in a Gm;j; proof of (0!f => ~) yields a Gmr 
proof of (r => ~). 
The left-right implication is proved by induction on the height of the proof 1-cmr 
r => ~ using admissíbílíty of structural rules (weakening and contraction suffice here). 
The steps for initial sequents and classícal rules are obvious since they do not 
change the third multiset. So let us consider the box rules. 
The O K rule is captured in Gmj; as follows 
=>A 
--'------ oj( 
=> DA, .6. 
--.-.:.___----:-----:-- admiss. weak. TI=> DA, .6. 
---'------- o~ inferences 
0jDf, TI=> DA, .6. 
The Dr rule is captured as follows: 
0jf, DA, A=> .6. 
-'------- invert. of o~ 
DA!f, A, A=> .6. 
DAjr, A=> .6. ~dmiss. contr. 
----'----- Dr 
0!f, DA => .6. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.10, 2.2.9, and 2.2.13 we obtain: 
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QED 
Corollary 2.2.14. The weakening and the contraction rules are admissible in Gmr 
and GmK. 
PROOF OF CoR. 2.2.14. For Gmr it follows from the three lemmata immediately. 
For admissibility of weak-l in GmK, we only remove the symbol"--" from the left 
proof-tree in 2.2.9, weak-r is obviously admissible as before. 
For admissíbility of contraction rules, we use (i) and (iii) form 2.2.10 removing 
the symbol "-" again and omitting steps for the oj rule. QED 
The heíght preserving admissibility of the weakening and the contraction rules in 
Gmr and GmK can also be obtained usíng a similar proof as for Gmj. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.12 and 2.2.13 we obtain the followíng 
admissíbility of the usual cut rule in Gmr and GmK: 
Corollary 2.2.15. The cut rule 
f => D.,A A,TI =>A --~~~~~~--cut f,TI=>.6.,E 
is admissible in Gmr and Cm K. 
PROOF OF CoR. 2.2.15. For Gmr it follows from 2.2.12 and 2.2.13 ímmediately. 
For GmK we again use argument from 2.2.12 removing the symbol "--" and 
omitting steps for the oj rule. QED 
Lemma 2.2.16. GmK and Gmr are equivalent to the corresponding Hilbert style 
definitions HK and Hr: 
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f-cmK f =} ~ iff f-HK 1\ f---+ v~ 
f-cmr f => ~ iff f-Hr 1\ f---+ V~ 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2.16. Easy induction on the height (the length) of the proof 
of r => ~ (I\ r ---+ V~ resp.) using admissibility of structural rules. QED 
2.3 Sequent calculi for logics having arithmetical 
interpretations 
Consider the form of Lob's and Grzegorczyk's axioms: 
D(D---+ p) ---+ Dp 
where D is Dp and D (p ---+ Op) respectively. Let us call D a diagonal formula. 
The presence of the diagonal formula in the axioms reflects in its presence in the ap-
propriate sequent rules - in both cases it appears in the antecedent of its premiss. 
It causes problems proving structural properties of such a sequent system, e.g. 
cut elimination. Although both calculi are known to admit cut elimination, a direct 
syntactic proof of cut elimination is highly nontrivial. 
We have formulated our calculi without the cut rule so we have to show that it is 
admissible in our systems. We refer to the semantical completeness argument given 
by a form of a decision procedure for the calculi. 
For more information see [46], [1]. 
Definition 2.3.1. Sequent calculus GmcL results from G adding the following modal 
rule (as before, 11 contains only propositional variables and ~ contains propositional 
variables and boxed formulas): 
Df,f,DA=>A 0 CL 
or, 11 => oA, ~ 
Sequent calculus Gmcrz results from G adding the rule Dr and the following modal 
rule: 
Df, D(A---+ DA) =>A 
or, 11 => oA, ~ 
Der z 
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2.3.1 Termination 
We shall se that, for termination of proof search in GL and Grz, the presence of 
the diagonal formula in the DL rule is substantial since it provides us with a nice and 
natural loop checker which is already built in the syntax. 
In GmaL, consider a proof search for a sequent (II:::::;.. A). First we create a tree, 
as before for K and T, going backwards the rules of GmaL· 
To obtain termination we would need to make one more restriction here- if one of 
the critical branches above a DaL ínference is closed, the others are closed as well ( this 
branching ís disjunctive and you can thínk of the branches as treating simultaneously). 
Try e.g. to create such a tree for (0--.,DDp :::::;.. Op) to get feeling what is the matter 
here this proof search creates au infinite branch repeating the DaL inference with 
O Op princi pal. 
It is important to note that this looping is not substantial for creating a proof or 
a counterexample since we reach an initial sequent (on another branch of course) before 
this looping starts. Also note that this looping occurs on the disjunctive branching of 
a proof-search tree. Let us see that this kind of looping can occur only in the case of 
provable sequents (in contrast to logics 84 or K4 where a similar proof search creates 
a loop in the case of an unprovable sequent and the resulting counterexample then 
must contain an infinite branch or a loop): 
Since for the classical rules the weight function decreases, a loop must contain at 
least one inference. Think of the critical sequent of this DaL inference. To create 
a loop we need to meet following two things: we need a formula (in the antecedent) 
which returns the same boxed formula again and again to the succedent i.e. we need 
a formula 0--.,DB in the antecedent. Then we need the DaL inference to be applied -
i.e. we need at least one formula DC in the succedent. But a sequent of this form, 
i.e. (D--,DB, r:::::;.. DC,~), is provable in GL (for admissibility of weakening see 2.3.6 
below, (II, B:::::;.. B, A) is obviously provable): 
DB,B,DB::::;.. B 
DB::::;..DB . 
0--,DB, DB:::::;.. B, DB admlss. weak. 
----=-'----c=---==------c=- --.,-} 0--,DB, -,DB, DB:::::;.. B 0 GL 
0--.,DB:::::;.. DB . 
O--,DB, DC:::::;.. C, DB adm1ss. weak. 
----=-'---=----:;::;'----::;- --,_1 
0--,DB, -,OB, DC:::::;.. c o 
aL 
0
'
0 B :::::;.. DC admiss. weak. 
0--,DB, f:::::;.. DC,~ 
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However, a simpler loop preventing mechanism using the substantial presence of 
the diagonal formula can be used as follows: the looping can be prevented by checking, 
when applying the DcL rule backwards, if the diagonal formula is (already) in the an-
tecedent or not, since it detect possible previous backward application of the DcL 
rule with the same principal formula. If the diagonal formula is in the antecedent, 
the critical sequent is of the form (or, DA, <I>::::} D~, DA, w), which is obviously prov-
able, and we immediately close the branch as in the case of an initial sequent. This 
mechanism can be built in the calculus itself splitting the DcL rule into two cases, 
but we do not change the definition of the calculus and only use this loop preventing 
mechanism proving termination of the calculus GmcL and Theorem 3.4.1. 
For a decision procedure for GL and a termination argument for its sequent 
calculus (based on set s) see also [53]. 
Now let us precisely state that a proof search in GmcL terminates. This means 
that the resulting proof search tree is finite. 
Lemma 2.3.2. Proof search in the calculus GmcL always terminates. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.2. Consider a proof search for a sequent (II ::::} A). Let d 
be the maximal box-depth of II, A. This is the maximal number of DcL inferences in 
a branch of the proof search tree providing we use the loop preventing mechanism as 
described above, i.e., we do not apply the DcL rule if the diagonal formula is already 
in the antecedent. This is crucial since it enables us to bound the weight of sequents 
occurring in a proof search: 
Put c = 2dw(II, A), i.e. an upper bound of the weight of a sequent occurring in 
a proof search for a sequent (II ::::} A) ( c is then a constant for (II ::::} A).) 
Let b(f) be the number of boxed formulas in r counted as a set. 
For a sequent (r ::::} ~), consider an ordered pair (c- b(f), w(r, ~)). Now this 
measure decreases in every backward application of a rule in terms of the lexicograph-
ical ordering: 
c is certainly greater or equal to the maximal number of boxed formulas in the an-
tecedent which can occur during the proof search, so the first number does not de-
crease below zero. For a classical rule, the weight of a sequent decreases. For the DcL 
rule b increases and so c - b decreases. N ote that we are using the loop preventing 
mechanism here and do not apply the DcL rule backwards if the principal formula is 
already in the antecedent. 
Notice that in contrast with the case of Cm~ in 2.2.7 where a similar idea is used, 
this measure also depends on the complexity of the input sequent. 
Another way (doser to the approach of [25] or [24]) how to formulate the function 
is the following: For any sequent (r::::} ~) consider the following function: 
j(r::::} ~) = c2 - cb(r) + w(r, ~). 
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This function (valu es of which are nonnegative integers) decreases in every backward 
application of a rule in a proof search for (IT =?A). 
Here c is a constant, c2 is included to ensure that f doesn't decrease below zero, 
and cb(r) balances the possible increase of w(r :=:;. .6.) in the case of a backward 
application of the DaL -rule. 
QED 
Cmarz ítself is not terminating for the same reason as Cmr - we have to prevent 
reflexíve looping. It is done precisely as in the case of the calculus Cm~ by adding 
the third multiset of formulas to a sequent. 
The proof search is analogous to the previous case of GL but this time the se-
quents that can cause 'transitive' looping are not provable any more. In contrast 
to the previous case, the looping occurs on the conjunctive branching here (thanks 
the form of the diagonal formula it occurs in a backward application of the V-1 rule). 
See the following example of looping - the two bold sequents are, up to contraction, 
the same (D(p ~Op)+--> 0(-.pV Op)): 
However, as in the case of GL, these loops are not substantial for creating a proof 
or a counterexample. Diagonal formula plays a crucial role also here and can be used 
as a natural loop-preventing mechanism: 
The looping is prevented by splitting the Darz rule into two cases distinguishing 
if the diagonal formula is present in the antecedent or not ( this time we ha ve to 
build the mechanism into the calculus itself since it changes the rule and not only 
close a branch of a proof search tree). We also change the premisses of the Grz rules 
closing under the rule at the same time. This results in the following calculus 
Cm'brz containing two loop-preventing mechanisms: 
Definition 2.3.3. The calculus Cm'brz results from the calculus Cm~ by adding 
the following two rules: 
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or, D(A--+ DA)!0r =?A 
III :::} DA, ~ 
, (A--+ DA) rf_ r or10 =?A __ _:__ __ D{jrzz, (A --+ DA) E r 
Drjii =? DA, ~ 
Consider the second, D(jrzz rule bottom up. When the diagonal formula is already 
in the third multiset, we apply the rule so that we neither add the diagonal formula to 
the third multiset, nor we add r to the antecedent. The latter relates to the following: 
to move from (Drj ... ) to (orjr ... ) in the antecedent in a backward application of 
the rule corresponds to treating transitivity (a similar phenomenon can be seen 
in completeness proofs for transitive modallogics). This is omitted here to prevent 
looping. However, the calculus remains complete - it is equivalent to the Gmcrz as 
we show in Lemma 2.3.10. First let us see that Gm(jrz is terminating. 
To make the argument easier, we adopt the same restriction to the Df rule as 
in the remark 2.2.11 about duplicate formulas - we shall treat the third multiset &'> 
a set. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Proof search in Gm(jrz for sequents oJ the form (0!r =? ~) always 
terminates. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.4. Consider a proof search for a sequent (01II =? A). Let 
d be maximal box depth in (01II =? A), which is, as in the case of GL, the max-
ima! number of Dórz rules along one branch of the proof search tree. Let b(r) be 
the number of boxed subformulas of r counted as a set. 
With each sequent (L:jr =? ~) occurring during the proof search, we associate 
an ordered pair (e-IL:0 1, w(r, ~)). Here e = d.b(II, A) is an upper bound of the num-
ber of formulas stored in L: if we do not duplicate formulas. Therefore the first number 
does not decrease below zero. The measure obviously decreases in every backward 
application of a rule of the calculus. For the DÓrzi rule, IL:ol increases and so e jL:oj 
decreases, while for other rules the weight w(r, ~) decreases. 
If we would allow duplicate formulas in L:, then b(r) has to be counted as a mul-
tiset, and e would be a highly exponential function of b. 
QED 
The closure of a sequent is for GmcL and Gmórz defined as before for GmK and 
Gmf respectively. 
Notice that for a non-critical sequent any sequent from its closure is of strictly 
weight. 
The following lemma is an easy observation about the closure we sball use later in 
our proofs: 
Lemma 2.3.5. (1) Let GmL be one oj GmK, OmeL and (r =? ~) be a sequent, 
Cl(r; ~) ::= {III =? A11 ... , IIn =? An}. Then: 
(i) I11 => A1; ... ; I1n => An 1- r => L\ 
if l-emL r => L\ then l-emL rri => Ai for each i. 
(ii) Illl 8 => n, A1; ... ; I1n, 8 => n, An 1- r, 8 => n, L\ 
if l-emL r, e => n, L\ then l-emL rrí, e => n, Aí for each i. 
(2) Let Gm! be one oj Gmt, GmcTz+ and (I::If => L\) be a sequent, 
Cl(I::If; L\) = {T1II11 => A1, ... , T nii1n => An}· Then: 
(i) T di11 => A1; ... ; T n IITn => An 1- I::lf => L\ 
ifl-cm+ I::lf => L\ then I-cm+ TiiiTi => Ai joT each i. 
L L 
(ii) T 1, <I>II11, 8 => n, A1; ... ; T m <I>IITn, 8 => n, An 1- 2::, <I>!r, 8 => n, L\ 
if 1-cmt I::!r, e => n, L\ then 1-cmt rri, Til8 => n, Ai joT each i. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.5. (i) follows in both cases immediately from the definition 
of the closure and the invertibility of the rules. 
The first part of (ii) follows in both ca..ses from (i) taking the proof-tree obtained 
in (i) and adding the same context to all the sequents which by the admissibility of 
weakening yields again a proof-tree. The second part of (ii) follows by the invertibility 
of the rules. QED 
2.3.2 Structural rules 
Lemma 2.3.6. Weakening and contraction rules are height-preserving admissible in 
GmcL· 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.6. The arguments are similar as used in 2.2.10 and 2.2.9, 
we only state the modal steps here. Weak-r is again built in the modal rule. 
Weak-1 by DA, the last step is a DaL inference: 
or,r,oB => B 
-=--:---;---"-==:-;::;:-::::-;::;---;::::- we ak -I DA, A, or, r, DB=> B 
DA, or, I1 =>DB, A 
Contr-r on DA, with DA principle of a DaL inference: we use the DaL rule so that 
we do not weaken by the other occurrence of DA in the conclusion. 
Contr-1 on DA, with DA principle of a DaL inference we permute the proof as 
follows: 
B, B, r, DC => C 0 ----~~~---------- GL 
DB, DB, Df, I1 =>DC, 2:: 
----,-i--:-----':::-::,:-___ """":::::-=-- con tr-l DB, or, I1 =>DC, 2:: 
B,B,r => C 
B r DC => C contr-1 
' ' OcL 
DB, Df, I1 =>DC, 2:: 
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The permutation is obviously height preserving. QED 
Lemma 2.3.7. Weakening rules are height-preserving admissible in Gmcrz· 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.7. As before, the argument is similar as used in 2.2.9, we 
only state the modal step here. Weak-r is again built in the modal rule. 
Weak-1 by DA, the last step is a Dcrz inference: 
QED 
Also contraction rules are height-preserving admissible in Gmcrz, but we do not 
use this fact here. 
Lemma 2.3.8. Weakening rules are admissible in GmiJrz· 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.8. The three weakening rules are that of Lemma 2.2.9 and 
also the proof is fully analogous to that of Lemma 2.2.9, the same reason why this is 
not height-preserving admissibility applies here. QED 
Lemma 2.3.9. Contraction rules are height-preserving admissible in GmiJrz· 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.9. The three contraction rules are that of Lemma 2.2.10 
and the proof is fully analogous. We only include the steps for the boxed contraction 
formula: (see (i), (ii), and (iií) of Lemma 2.2.10). 
(ia) The contraction formula is the principal formula of a DiJrzl inference in the an-
tecedent. Then we permute the proof as follows using the i.h.: 
Df,DB,DB,D(C--+ DC)IB,B,r =? C 
DB, DB, DfiiT =?DC, L: 
_____ .;__ ____ contr-1+ 
DB, Ofl ll =? DC, L: 
Df,DB,DB, 
----'-----'----....;....;.. _____ contr-1, contr-1 + 
_o_r..:.., _o_B_, _ _:__ __ ;_;_.;__ ___ o+ 
Grzl 
The permutation is obviously height preserving. 
(ib )The contraction formula is the princi pal formula of a inference in the an-
tecedent. Then we permute the proof as follows using the i.h.: 
__ o_B_,_o_B_,_o_r_;_!0_~_c_ o+ 
Grz2 DB, DB, orjii ~DC, I: 
------'------ contr-1+ DB, Drjii ~DC, I: 
---'----'--.:...--- contr-1 + 
----~----o+ Grz2 DB, Drjii ~ DC, I; 
The permutation is obviously height preserving. 
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(ii) The contraction formula is the principal formula of a O~ inference in the an-
tecedent. (ii) of Lemma 2.2.10 applies here. 
(iii) The contraction formula is the principal formula in the succedent. Then we 
use the appropriate D~rz rule so that the conclusion is not weakened by the other 
occurrence of DB. This step is obviously height preserving. 
QED 
Lemma 2.3.10. The calculi Gmcrz and Gm~rz are equivalent: 
1-cmarz r ~ 6, iff 1-cm+ 0jr ~ 6,. 
Grz 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.10. The right-left implication: deleting the "I" symbol from 
a Gm~rz proof of (0jr ~ .6.) yields correct instances of rules of Gmcrz, except 
the D~rz2 rule. It has to be treated as follows: 
or,o(A ~ DA) ~A 0 Grz 
or, II~ DA, .6. . 
or, D(A ~ DA), II~ DA, .6. admiss. weak. 
We end up with a Gmcrz proof of r ~ 6,. 
The left-right implication: The classical rules and the Dr rule are treated as in 
Lemma 2.2.13. 
The Dcrz rule is simulated as follows ((A~ DA) ..._. ( •A V DA) and (A~ DA) ~ 
r): 
@jor, D( ·A V DA) ~ A --~--~----'-------inv. oto; 
or, 0(-.A V DA)/r, ·A V OA ~A . 
or, O( ·A V DA)jr ~A, A l~v. of V-l and •-1 
or, O( •A V DA)jr ~A 0~dm1ss. contr-r 
orjii ~ DA, .6. .Grzl . 
oqr. II ~ DA, 6, adm1ss. weak-1 mferences 
' oj inferences 
0jor, II~ DA, .6. 
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If (A ---+ DA) E r, we use some admissible contr-r+ inferences before the Dbrzl 
inference is used. 
QED 
Cut admissibility 
We state a semantic argument of cut admissibility bere it proofs that the calculi 
GmcL and Gmcrz are complete without the cut rule w.r.t. Kripke semantics. Then 
an easy semantic argument of soundness of the cut rule entails its admissibility. 
Lemma 2.3.10 then yields admissibility of the appropriate cut rule in Gm~rz which 
is used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.1. 
For proofs you may see also [1] for GL and Grzegorczyk's logic, and [53] or [46] 
for GL where redundancy of the cut rule is established through a decision procedure 
which either creates a cut-free proof or a Kripke counterexample to a given sequent. 
Although they use a formulation via sets of formulas, observe, that a cut-free 
proof with sets can be equivalently formulated using multisets and contraction rules, 
which are, as we have proved, admissible in our cut-free calculi. Equivalently, if 
a sequent does not have a cut-free proof in the system based on multisets, its set-
based counterpart sequent does not have a cut-free proof in the system based on 
sets. 
Lemma 2.3.11. (Avron [1}:) There are a canonícal Krípke model (W, <) and a canon-
ical valuatíon V such that: 
• < is irreflexive and transitive 
• for every w E W, the set { vlv < w} ís finite 
• if (f =? b.) has no cut-free proof in GmaL, then there is a w E W such that 
w ll--v A for every A E r and w JIL v B for every B E b.. 
There are a canonical Kripke model (W, ::::;) and a canonical valuation V such that: 
• ::::; partially orders W 
• for every w E W, the set {vlv::::; w} is finite 
• if (r =? b.) has no cut-free proof in Gmam then there is a w E W such that 
w 11--v A for every A E r and w .W:v B for every B E b.. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.11. See [1]. The canonical model is built from all saturated 
sequents ( closed under subformulas) that have no cut-free proof in appropriate calculi. 
The lemma entails completeness of GmcL w.r.t. transitive, well-founded Kripke 
models; and completeness of Gmcrz w.r.t. transitive, refiexive and well-founded 
Kripke models. QED 
Corollary 2.3.12. The cut rule 
r =::;. ~, c c, rr =::;. A 
r, rr =::;. b., A 
is admissible in GmcL and Gmcrz· 
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PROOF OF CoR. 2.3.12. It is easy to give a semantic argument of soundness of 
the cut rule. Given a counterexample of the conclusion (r, ll=::;. b., A) of a cut infer-
ence, there is a counterexample to one of its premisses: consider the counterexample 
(W,R) and a world w E W in it such that w lf-v A for every A E r U II and w J.ILv B 
for some B E b. U A. For any formula Cit is either the case that w lf-v C, and then 
w refutes (C,IT =::;.A), or w.J.ILv C, and then w refutes (f =::;. b.,C). 
Now Lemma 2.3.11 (completeness of GmcL and Gmcrz) entails admissibility of 
the cut rule in the calculi. QED 
Corollary 2.3.13. The cut rule 
01r =::;. b., C 0IC, II =::;. A 
0if, II =::;. b., A 
is admissible in Gm"iirz· 
PROOF OF CoR. 2.3.13. Follows from Corollary 2.3.12 and Lemma 2.3.10. QED 
Chapter 3 
Uniform lnterpolation 
In this chapter we concentrate on the stronger from the two Craig interpolation 
properties the uniform interpolation property. \Ve shall prove uniform interpolation 
for modal propositionallogics K, T, GL, S4Grz. 
The uniform interpolation property for a propositional logic is a strengthening of 
the Craig interpolation property. lt states that for every formula A and any choice of 
propositional variables ij, there is a post-interpolant IpostA ( q) depending only on A and 
ij such that for all B, whenever (A -+ B) is provable and the shared variables of A and 
B are among ij, (A -+ IpostA ( q)) and (IpostA ( q) -+ B) are provable. Similarly there is 
a pre-interpolant: for every formula Band any choice of propositional variables f there 
is a formula IpreB(r) depending only on Band f such that for all A, whenever (A-+ B) 
is provable and the shared variables of A and B are among f, then (IpreB(f) -+ B) 
and (A-+ Iprea(r)) are provable. 
Uniform interpolants are unique up to the provable equivalence. Concerning Craig 
interpolation this means that every implication has the minima} and the maxima} 
interpolants w.r.t. the provability ordering. 
lt was proved in Walter [55] that uniform interpolation is preserved under fusion 
of modallogics. 
The task of proving uniform interpolation is easy when dealing with logics satis-
fying local tabularity [13], which means that there is only finitely many nonequivalent 
formulas for each finite number of propositional variables. If a logic satisfies both la-
cal tabularity and Craig then the conjunction of all formulas J(q) implied by A(p, q) 
is the post-interpolant of A, and the disjunction of all formulas J(f) implying B(r, s) 
is the pre-interpolant of B. This simple argument works e.g. in the case of classical 
propositionallogic or modallogic S5, while it is not the case of modallogics K, T, 
K4, S4. 
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Uniform interpolation can also be proved via a simulation (or equivalently an elim-
ination) of certain propositional quantifiers. If we can simulate propositional quan-
tification satisfyíng usual reasonable properties given e.g. by usual quantifier axioms 
and rules then the simulations of 3pA and 'VrB are the post-interpolant of A(p, ij) 
and the pre-interpolant of B( ij, r) respectively. 
The main point is that even íf the logic does not satísfy local tabularity we can still 
keep the information "to be the uniform interpolant" finite and thus represented by 
a single formula (a conjunction in the case of the existential quantifier or a disjunction 
in the case of the universa! quantifier). 
Visser's semantic proof of uniform interpolation yields a semantic characterization 
of the simulated so-called bisimulation quantifiers: from the semantic point of view, 
quantifying over p, we quantify over possible worlds that bisimulate w.r.t. all propo-
sitional variables other then p. Also a complexity bound of uniform interpolants in 
terms of D-depth is obtained in the proof. However, the proof does not provide us 
with a construction of the interpolants. (For more on bisimulation see [52].) 
There is a proof of uniform interpolation for K in Krachťs book [28] which uses 
as a crucial fact the completeness of K w.r.t. finite irreflexive trees. 
In this chapter, we apply a proof-theoretic method which was introduced by Pitts 
in [39] to modal propositionallogics. The argument is based on a simulation of propo-
sitional quantifiers in the framework of an analytic sequent proof system. The main 
point of keeping the information "to be the uniform interpola.nt" finite and thus rep-
resented by a single formula is in a use of a terminating sequent proof system, i.e., 
a proof system in which any backward proof-search terminates. The method pro-
vides an explicit effective ( and also easily implementable) construction of uniform 
interpolants. 
Concerning proof-theoretic approach to proofs of interpolation the situation is as 
follows - as Craig interpolation relates to cut-free proofs, uniform interpolation re-
lates to terminating proof-search trees. Proving Craig interpolation, we start with 
a cut-free proof of an implication (a sequent) and construct an interpolant inductively 
from the proof. Proving uniform interpolation, we start with a proof-search tree for 
a formula ( we search for all proofs in which the formula can occur in the appropriate 
context. So it is rather a finite proof-search subtree what we use here.) Here ter-
mination of the calculus is crucial, but we need even a bit more to prove that our 
procedure terminates. A uniform interpolant is then the formula corresponding to 
such a tree. 
The relatively easy case of modallogics K and T (contained in sections 3.2, 3.3) 
has been already treated by the author in [3], we have just slightly changed techni-
cal details of the proof. We have extended our study to logics having arithmetical 
interpretations- GL and S4Grz. 
The chapter 3 is organized as follows: 
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• Section 3.1: we show that uniform interpolation fails for modallogic K4. This 
follows immediately from the failure of uniform interpolation in modal logic 84 
proved by Ghilardi and Zawadowski in [20]. 
• Section 3.2: we prove the main technical theorem 3.2.1 providing us with an ex-
plicit algorithm which for a sequent (r => ~) constructs a formula Ap(r; ~) 
to simulate universa! quantification over pin K. In subsection 3.2, just before 
the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we have put an overview of the proof method. 
Subsection 3.2.1: we introduce second order K 2 extending K by proposi-
tional quantification and prove that K simulates K 2 using a translation 
based on the formula Ap constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Subsection 3.2.2: we state the uniform interpolation theorem - Corollary 
3.2.6 and show that it follows from the fact that K simulates K 2 which 
already satisfies uniform interpolation. We also show that we have in fact 
constructed the interpolants proving Theorem 3.2.1 since they are nothing 
else then quantified formulas. 
The simple case of K is intended as a basic step, analogues of Theorem 3.2.1 are 
to be proved for all the other logics using the same method and also analogues 
of the corollaries can be obtained for all the other logics. 
• Section 3.3: we prove the main technical theorem 3.3.1 for logic T. The proof is 
analogous to that for K, a difference is that it makes use of a sequent calculus 
that includes a built in loop-preventing mechanism to enforce its termination. 
It is stili relatively simple and can be seen as a basic step for reflexive modal 
logics. 
• Section 3.4: we prove the main technical theorem 3.4.1 for logic GL. The proof 
is much like that for K, the main complication bere is to prevent looping of our 
construction caused by the fact that we deal with a transitive logic. 
- Subsection 3.4.1: we show that the uniform interpolation theorem provides 
us with a constructive proof of the fixed point theorem. 
• Section 3.5: we prove the main technical theorem 3.5.1 for logic S4Grz. This 
time the proof is much like that for T since S4Grz extends T. The same 
complication with looping as above in the case of GL is treated analogously 
here. 
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3.1 Logic K4 
Since aur aim of further work is to investigate uniform interpolation in provability 
logics GL and 84Grz which extend modallogic K4 let us briefly discuss the failure 
of uniform interpolation in K4. 
lt is known that modallogic 84 does not have the uniform interpolation property. 
A counterexample was provided by Ghilardi and Zawadowski in [20]. 
Using the following translation from 84 to K4 and the fact that K4 is a subsystem 
of 84 we conclude that K4 does not have the uniform interpolation either. Although 
it is an easy observation, we include it here since as far as we know it is not mentioned 
in the literature. 
Definition 3.1.1. 'franslation A* of a modal formula A: 
• p* = p 
• (A oB)*= A* oB* 
• (DA)* = DA* 1\ A*, i.e., (DA)* = t::JA* 
Lemma 3.1.2. [8} 
Lemma 3.1.3. [20} There is a modal formula B(p1,p2 , q) which does not have a uni-
form post-interpolant Iposts(PI,P2) in 84, i.e., there is no formula Iposts(PbP2) sat-
isfying 
• B ---> IpostB 
The counterexample provided in [20] is : 
There is no formula simulating 3p13p2B. It follows that B cannot have a uniform 
post-interpolant. See also [52]. 
Corollary 3.1.4. There is a modal formula which does not have a uniform post-
interpolant in K4. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.1.4. Consider the S4 counterexample B(p1 ,p2 ,q). Con-
sider for the contradiction that K4 does have the uniform interpolation property. 
This means that for B*, there is a formula IpostB*(PI,Pz) such that I--HK 4 B*-+ IpostB* 
and for all C(p1, p2 , r) we have that 1--HK4 B* -+ C implies 1--HK4 IpostB* -+ C. Then 
we ha ve the same for all C* of the form of a translation of a formula C. More-
over by the fact that f--HK 4 A implies f--Hs4 A and that A ...._. A* we obtain 
f--lls4 B -+ fpostB* · 
Using the property of the translation 1--Hs4 A iff 1-- HK4 A*, and again the fact that 
1--IIK4 A implies f--Hs 4 A, and that f--Hs4 A ...._. A*, yields the following: for all C, 
I--IIs4 B -+ C implies f--H84 IpostB* -+ C . But then we have obtained the uniform 
interpolant for B in S4 which is the desired contradiction. QED 
3.2 Logic K 
Our main technical result is the following theorem. Its proof provides us with an ex-
plicit algorithm which for a sequent (r::::} ~) constructs a formula Ap(r; ~)to simu-
late universa! quantification over p. The formula VpB(p, q) (or equivalently the pre-
interpolant IpreB(ij)) is to be simulated by Ap(0; B). To do the job, the formula 
Ap(r; ~) has to satisfy (i)-(iii) of the following theorem which can bee seen as ana-
logues of an axiom of specification and a generalization rule: 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let r, ~ be finite rnultisets oj jorrnulas. For every propositional 
variable p there exists a jorrnula Ap(r; ~) such that: 
• (i} 
Var·(Ap(r;~)) <;;; Var(r,~)\{p} 
• (ii} 
• (iií} rnoreover let II, E be rnultisets oj jorrnulas not containing p and 
II, r ::::} A,~- Then 
We define a formula Ap(r; ~) inductively on the weight of the multiset (r, ~) as 
described in the following tahle. In the line 2, q and r are any propositional variables 
other than p, and <I> and \li are multisets containing only propositional variables. 
Moreover we require that at least one of the multisets r', ~',<I>, \li is nonempty in 
the line 2, so that 0, 0 does not match the line (to prevent looping). 
The formula Ap(r; ~) is defined recursively to equal 1\ Ap(B; 3). 
(8=>3)ECl(r;.6.) 
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The recursive steps for the critical sequents are given by the followíng tahle: 
Df', <!>;Db.', W matches Ap(Df', <!>;O~', \lf) equals 
1 if p E <~> n w T 
2 otherwise V q V -.r 
qE\fl rE<l> 
v DAp(f'; B) 
BED.' 
V<)Ap(r'; 0) 
Ap(f; ~) where r; ~ does not match any line of the tahle is defined to equal .l. (In 
particular, Ap(0; 0) ..L.) 
Consider for example Ap(D(p 1\ q); Op). It matches the line 2 and thus we obtain 
DAp(P 1\ q;p) V <)Ap(P 1\ q; 0). This yields DAp(p, q;p) V <)AP(p, q; 0) by the closure, 
and then, using lines 1 and 2, O( -.qV T) V <)-.q. We have obtained Ap(D(pl\ q); Op) = 
<)-.q V O ( -.q V T), which is provably equivalent to T. 
Overview of the proof rnethod We are to construct, for a given sequent (f; ~), 
a formula satisfying (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.2.1. It is much like to write down the ap-
propriate proof-search tree for the sequent (f; ~): first we close under the invertible 
rules and define Ap(f; ~)to equal 1\ Ap(8; 3) (this corresponds to conjunc-
(8=>2)ECt(r;D.) 
tive branching of the proof-search tree on classical inferences). Then, for a critical 
sequent, we test whether p E <!> n w. lf so, the sequent is initial and we end up with 
T ( the case there is another variable then p in <!> n W i s included in the following 
modal jump). Otherwise we apply a modal jump (which corresponds to disjunctive 
branching of the proof-search tree on a modal jump): we write down a disjunction of 
all variables other then p from W, a disjunction of all negated variables other then p 
from <I>, a disjunction of DAp of all possible predecessors - premisses of a inference, 
and one more disjunct starting with <). This one is included to prove, in the part (iii) 
of the theorem which is do ne by induction on the height of a proof of (II, r =? A, ~), 
the step for a O K inference with the princi pal formula not containing p. To be more 
precise, what we are doing here is, rather then a proof-search for (f; ~), a part of 
a proof-search for any sequent extending (f; ~) by contexts not containing p. This 
main idea is common to all the modal logics we consider in the thesis. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.1. The definition of Ap(f; ~) runs inductívely on the weight 
of r, ~. Note that recursively called arguments of Ap are strictly less in terms of 
the weight function then the corresponding match of (r; ~). For a noncritical se-
quent it is a property of the closure, for a critical sequent it is clear from the table. 
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Thus aur definition always terminates. 
(i) follows easily by induction on r, ó just because we never add p during the defini-
tion of the formula Ap(f; ó). 
(ii) We proceed by induction on the weight of r, ó. We prove that 
Let (r ::::} ó) be a noncritical sequent. Then sequents (8i ::::} 3i) E Cl(r; ó) are of 
lower weight. By the induction hypothesis 
for each i. 
Then by admissibility of weakening and by Lemma 2.3.5 
and so 
f-omK r, 1\ Ap(8í; 
(9.=~2;)ECl(f;Ll.) 
which is 
Let (r::::} ó) be a critical sequent matching the line 1. Then (ii) is an initial sequent. 
Let (r::::} ó) be a critical sequent matching the line 2. 
• for each B E ó', we have f-amK f', Ap(f'; B) ::::} B by the i.h., which gives 
f-omK or', <I>, DAp(f'; B)::::} DB, Dó", 1}1 by a OK inference. 
• by the i.h. we also have f-amK f', Ap(f'; 0) ::::} 0, which gives, using negation 
rules and the OK rule, f-omK Dr', <I>, (>Ap(r'; B)::::} Dó', W . 
• for each r E <I> obviously f-omK <I>, •r, or'::::} Dó', w. 
• for each q E W obviously f-omK <l>, q, Df'::::} OL).', W. 
Together this yields, using V-l inferences, 
f-omK <I>, Df', v q v •r v DAp(f'; B) V (>Ap(f'; 0)::::} Dó', W, 
qEw rEif> BELl.' 
that is, by the line 2, f-omK <I>, Df',Ap(<I>, Df'; Dó', W)::::} Dó', W. 
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(iii) We proced by induction on the height of a proof of (II, r => A, fl). We can 
restrict ourselves to initial sequents and critical steps (a OK inferences). Let us see 
first that for classical (invertible) parts of the proof the task reduces to appropriate 
critical sequents: 
Let the last inference of the proof of (II, r => A, fl) be a classical inference. Then 
(II, r => A, fl) is not a critical sequent and for all (8 => 3) E Cl(f; fl) we have 
1-cmK II, 8 => A by 2.3.5. Then the following are equivalent: 
1-cmK II=> Ap(8; 3), A for all (8 => 3) E Cl(f; fl). 
(6=:-:=:)ECI(r;~) 
1-cmK II=> Ap(f; fl), A. 
So let us consider then the last step of the proof of (II, r => A, fl) is an initial sequent. 
Then (II, r => A, fl) is an axiom, say (L.:, r => r, 8). We distinguish two cases 
either r =por not: 
• r = p: then p E r n fl, which means that Ap(f; fl) = T and since obviously 
1-cmK II=> T, A, we obtain (iii). 
• r =/= p: there are four cases: 
r E II nA, then (iii) is an axiom. 
r E II n fl then the line 2 gives by invertibility of the V-l rule 
- r E f nA then the line 2 gives by invertibility of the V-l rule 
1-cmK •r => Ap(f';r,fl). 
r E f n fl then the line 2 gives by invertibility of the V-1 rule 
1--cmK r V •r => Ap(T; Ll), 
and so by cut admissibility 
In all the three cases above admissibility of the weakening rule yields what is 
required. 
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To treat the case of an axiom of the form ( _l ::::} 8) we use the line 1 of the table 
similarly. 
For the remaining case let us consider that the last inference is a O K inference: 
Consider the principal formula DA E A first, i.e. A doesn't contain p. Then the proof 
ends with: 
II',r' *A 
Dll', Df', II", f"::::} DA, A',!::. 
where Dll', II" is II; Df', f" is f; and DA, A' is A. 
Then the induction hypothesis gives 
f-cmK II'* Ap(f'; 0), A 
and by a •-l inference we obtain 
f-cmK II', •Ap(r'; 0) *A. 
Now, by a OK and a negation inference, we obtain 
f-cmK Dll', II"::::} 0Ap(f'; 0), DA, A'. 
By the line 2 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule we have 
f-cmK <>Ap(f'; 0) ::::} Ap(or', r"; !::.). 
The two sequents above yield (iii) by cut admissibility. 
Consider the principal formula DA E !::.. Then the proof ends with: 
II', f' * A 
Dll', or', II", f" * DA, !::.',A 
where Dll', II" is II; Df', f" is f; and DA, !::.' is !::.. 
Now the induction hypothesis gives 
f-cmK II' * Ap(f'; A) 
and by a O K inference we obtain 
f-cmK Dll', II"::::} DAp(f'; A), A. 
The line 2 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule yields 
f-cmK DAp(f'; A)::::} Ap(or', f"; DA, S). 
We obtain (iii) again by cut admissibility. QED 
The following two subsections capture the connection between propositional quanti-
fiers and uniform interpolants. We state and prove the results for the basic case of 
K, however, analogues of them apply for all the other logics as well by similar proofs. 
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3.2.1 Propositional quantifiers 
Propositíonal quantifiers are usually introduced via their semantical meaning. ln 
the framework of Kripke semantics they are defined as ranging over propositions, 
i.e., sets of possible worlds. This definition is used in Fine [16], see also Bull [9] and 
Kremer [32]. The second order modal systems over logics K, T, K4, 84 obtained this 
way are recursively isomorphic to full second order classical logic. This was proved 
independently by Fine and Kripke shortly after Fine's paper [16] was published, as 
Kremer remarked in [32]. Also Kremer's strategy from [31] can be extended to prove 
the same result, as he claims in [32]. In particular it means that these systems are 
undecidable while their propositional counterparts are decidable. 
Another way of defining quantified propositionallogic is extending a proof system 
of the proposítíonallogic we deal with by new axioms and analogues of usual quantifier 
rules. This approach was applied e.g. in Bull's paper [9], or in [39] in the case of 
intuitionistic logic. Bull in [9] proved completeness of such second order calculi over 
S4 and S5 w.r.t. Kripke semantics. This sort of proof is analogous to standard 
completeness proofs in first order predicate modal logics. It can also be given for 
second order K 2 and T 2 considered here but it is outside of the scope of this paper. 
The difference is that Bull doesn't allow quantifiers to range over all subsets of possible 
worlds but only over those given by validating some formula. In this case we quantify 
over substitutions. These two possible semantical definitions are different and do not 
seem to yield systems of the same complexity. 
We adopt the syntactical approach and define quantified propositional modallogic 
K 2 as follows. Consider the following sequent calculus GmK2: 
Definition 3.2.2. Sequent calculus GmK2 results from extending GmK by structural 
rules, an initial sequent 
and two quantifier rules: 
r, A[p/ B] =? ~ 
--:::::-:-=:-'---:----'---:-- \f -1 r, VpA =} ~ 
\fpDA =? 0\fpA, 
r =} ~ 
___ _:_ __ \f-r, p not free in ~ 
r =}V pA,~ 
The added axiom represents the propositional version of the Barcan formula. Xote 
that converse is easily provable in the calculus using the quantifier rules. 
The desirability of Barcan formula is usually discussed in first order predicate 
modal logics where it relates to the question whether there is a constant domain 
in all possible worlds or not. Since it is certainly the case here because we have 
a constant set of propositional variables we include this scheme to our calculus. 
The calculus as defined here does not have nice structural properties but is trans-
parent and suffices to capture the semantícal meaning of K2 quantifiers in means of 
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Bull's paper. If we want to do without cut (if it is at all possible), we should include 
the Barcan formula another way. 
To simulate propositional quantifiers of GmK2 in GmK we define the following 
translation A* of a second order modal formula A: 
• p* := p 
• (Co B)* := C* o B* 
• ( -.C)* := -.C* 
• (DB)* := D(B*) 
• (vpC)* :=Ap( C*) 
Observe that for a quantifier-free formula B, B* B holds. 
Now let us see that our Theorem 3.2.1 yields the desired simulation of propositional 
quantifiers. 
Corollary 3.2.3. Let C be a modal formula and r, ~ multisets oj formulas not con-
taíning p. There is a formula Ap( C) such that: 
{i) 1-cmx r => C, ~ implies 1-cmx r => Ap(C), ~ 
(ii) 1-cmx r => Ap(C), ~ implies for all B, 1-cmx r => C[pj B], ~. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2.3. We define Ap(~) Ap(0; ~). The first part follows 
immediately from 3.2.1 (iii). 
By 3.2.1 (ii) we have Ap(C) => C. As Ap(C) does not contain p, we obtain 
Ap(C) => C[p/ B] by substitution, which yields the second part. QED 
To obtain the desired simulation we moreover need our construction of Ap to 
commute with substitution: 
Corollary 3.2.4. 1-cmx Ap(C[q/ B]) => (Ap(C))[q/ B] and 1-cmx (Ap(C))[q/ B] => 
Ap(C[q/ B]), where B doesn't contain p, q. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2.4. The first direction uses the following congruence 
property of modallogic K: C[q/A] ~ C[q/B] whenever A~ B. 
By 3.2.1 (ii) we have that Ap(C[q/ B]) => C[q/ B]. Now by the congruence prop-
erty we get (q ~ B),Ap(C[q/B]) => C, and since the antecedent doesn't contain p 
also (q ~ B), Ap(C[q/ B]) => Ap(C). Substituting [q/ B] it results Ap(C[q/ B]) => 
Ap(C)[q/ B]. 
The other dírection: by 3.2.1 (ii) we have Ap(C) => C. By substitution we get 
(Ap( C) )[qj B] => C[q/ B] and since the antecedent doesn't contain p, we also get by 
3.2.1 (iii) (Ap(C))[q/B] => Ap(C[q/B]). QED 
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Now we are ready to prove: 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2.5. By ínductíon on the proof of r =? .6. in GmK2 using 
Corollary 3.2.3 and Corollary 3.2.4. 
As of the added initíal sequent '1/pDB =? 0'1/pB, note that Ap(DB) yields DAp(B) 
and thus 1-cmK Ap(DB) =? DAp(B) can he easily proved form the line 6 of the tahle 
in 3.2.1. QED 
The other direction cannot he ohtaíned. An example of a schema valid on aur 
simulated quantifiers in K and not valid on propositional quantifiers in K2 is the V 
quantifier commuting with the (; modality: 
((;'IIpA)*,..... (Vp(;A)*, 
which can he easily proved from the line 7 of the tahle in 3.2.1. The right-left im-
plication can he seen not to hold in the second order case using Kripke semantics in 
means of Bull's paper [9}, i.e., quantifying over suhstitutions. 
3.2.2 U niform interpolation 
Corollary 3.2.6. K has the uníform interpolation property: For any multísets oj 
formulas r(p, q) and .6.(p, q) and varíables ij there is a single formula Ipostrt:.(fJ) such 
that 
• 1-cmK r(p, q) =? Ipostrt:.(ii), .6.(p, q) 
• for any multisets oj formulas II(q, r), 'E(q, r), 
if 1-cmK r(p, q), IT(ij, r) :::::} .6.(p, q), 'E(ij, r) then 1-cmK II(q, r),Ipostrt:.(fJ) :::::} 
'E(ii, r). 
For any multisets oj formulas II(f, u) and 'E(t, u) and variables [ there is a single 
formula Iprem~(f) such that 
• 1-cmK IT(t, fl), Iprem~(f):::::} 'E(f, u) 
• for any multisets oj formulas r(8, f), .6.(8, [), 
ifl-cmK IT(t, u), r(8, f) :::::} 'E(f, u), .6.(8, f) then 1-cmK r(8, f) :::::} Iprem~(f), .6.(8, [). 
PROOF OF CoROLLARY 3.2.6. The result follows immediately from Corollary 3.2.5 
and the fact that K 2 satisfies the uniform interpolation. It is easy to see that 
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(:Jp-,(1\ r --+ V~))* and (Vr(/\ ll --+ VE))* are the interpolants Ipostr~ and Iprem:; 
respectively. 
To see that we have in fact constructed the interpolants proving Theorem 3.2.1, 
observe that our construction of Ap works as well for more then one propositional 
variable p. We can construct Ap using the procedure for all p simultaneously. 
Let US have r(p, ij), ~(p, ij). Theorem 3.2.1 yields the formula -,Ap(r; ~) (con-
structed only from r, ~ and containing only the variables ij) such that from (ii) it 
follows: 
1-cmx r:::;. 'Ap(r: ~), ~. 
Let us have r(p, ij), IT(ij, f) :::;. ~(p, ij), E(ij, f). From (iii) we get: 
1-cmx ll, 'Ap(r; ~) :::;. E. 
Let US have IT(f, u), E(l, u). Theorem 3.2.1 yields the formula An(IT; E) (con-
structed only from ll, E and containing only the variables l) such that it follows from 
(ii): 
1-cmx ll, An(IT; E) :::;. E. 
Let US have IT(f, u), r(s, l) ::::} E(l, u), ~(s, l). From (iii) we get: 
1-cmx r :::;. A11 (I1; E), ~. 
QED 
3.3 Logic T 
The following analogue of Theorem 3.2.1 holds for the calculus Gm~: 
Theorem 3.3.1. LetE, r, ~ be finite multisets oj formulas. For every propositional 
variable p there exists a formula Ap(Ejr; ~) such that: 
• (i} 
Var(Ap(Ejr;~)) <;::: Var(E,r,~)\{p} 
• (ii) 
• {íii) moreover let IT, A, 8 be multisets oj forrnulas not containing p and 1-c _,_ 
my 
8, Ejll, r:::;. A,~. Then 
I-cm; 0j8, ll:::;. Ap(E/r; ~),A. 
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\Ve define a formula Ap(I:jr; 6.) inductively as in 3.2.1, changing the tahle as 
follows. 
The formula Ap(r; 6.) is defined recursively to equal 1\ Ap(8; 
( 9:;,:=;)ECI(f;t.l.) 
Notice that the closure here includes also the closure under the Dr rule. 
The recursive steps for the critical sequents are given by the following tahle: 
( again, multisets <P and W contain only propositional variables, q and r are propo-
sitional variables other then p, and at least o ne of the multisets or', <P, Dó.', W is 
required to be nonempty): 
or'j<P; Dó.', W matches Ap(Dr'j<P; Dó.', IV) equals 
1 if p E <Pn w T 
2 otherwise V q V •r 
qEiJ! rE<I> 
V DAp(0jr'; B) 
BEt.' 
V9Ap(0!r'; 0) 
PROOF OF TIIEOREM 3.3.1. The procedure runs precisely as that from Theorem 
3.2.1. This time the recursively called arguments of Ap are strictly less then the corre-
sponding match of (I:jr; 6.) in terms of the function used in 2.2. 7 to prove termination 
of Cm~. 
(i) holds since we never add p during a run of the procedure constructing the formula 
Ap· 
(ii) Similarly as in Theorem 3.2.1 (ii), we proceed by induction on the complexity of 
(I:jr; 6.) given by the terminating function. 
Let (I: Ir=> 6.) be a noncritical sequent. Then sequents (r2d8i => 3i) E Cl(I:jr; 6.) 
are of lower complexity. By the induction hypothesis 
f-cm+ nij8i,Ap(r2il8í;3i) => 3i for each i. 
T 
Then by admissibility of weakening and by Lemma 2.3.5 
and so 
which is 
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Let (Ejr =? LJ.) be a critical sequent matching the line 1. Then (ii) is an initial 
sequent. 
Let (Ejr =? LJ.) be a critical sequent matching the line 2. We have, similarly as in 
3.2.1, the following: 
• for each B E LJ.', we have l-am+ 0jr', Ap(0jr'; B) =? B by the i.h., which gives 
T 
1-0m~ or', 0Ap(0jr'; B)j<P, =? Oó.', W by a OK inference. Then by weakening T 
and OT inferences 1-am;j: Or'j0Ap(0lr'; B), <P =? Oó.', W. 
• by the i.h. we also have 1-am:j; 0!r', Ap(0!r'; 0) =? 0, which gives, using negation 
rules and the OK rule, 1-am+ or'l<)Ap(0jr';B),<P =? Oó.', W. 
T 
• for each r E <P obviously 1-am:j; or'I<P, •r =} Oó.', w. 
• for each q E W obviously 1-am:j; or'I<P, q =? Oó.', W. 
Together this yields, using V-l inferences, 
1-amt or'I<P, V q V •r V oAp(01r'; B) v <)Ap(01r'; 0) =?oS, w, 
qEW ''E<l> BE.:l' 
that is, by the line 2, 1-am;j: Or'I<P, Ap(Or'I<P; Oó.', W) =? Oó.', W. 
(iii) We proceed by induction on the height of the proof of sequent (8, EliT, r =? A, ó.) 
in Gm~. The same as in Theorem 3.2.1 applies here. We can restrict ourselves to 
initial sequents and critical steps (a O K inferences). Let us see first that for invertible 
parts of the proof the task reduces to appropriate critical sequents: 
Let the last inference of the proof of (8, EliT, r =?A, ó.) be a classical inference. Then 
(8, EliT, r =? A, ó.) is not a critical sequent and for all (OlT =? 3) E Cl(Eir; LJ.) we 
have 1-Gmf e, OliT, y =} s, A by 2.3.5. Then the following are equivalent: 
1-cm+ BliT=? 
T 1\ 
(!11!'*3)E0l(Eif;D.) 
Then by weakening and OT inťerences 
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So let us consider then the last step of the proof of (E, BITI, r =? A, Ll) is an initial 
sequent. It works similarly as in 3.2.1, the third multiset has no infiuence here. 
Let US consider that the last inference of the proof of (B, EJII, r =} A, Ll) is a oj( 
inference. 
• Consider the principal formula DA E Ll. Then the proof ends with: 
,2:0 =?A 
__ __;___:. _____ oj( 
B, Ejr, II=? DA, Ll', A 
where DA, Ll' is Ll. 
Then by the induction hypothesis I-cm+ 0JB0 =? Av(0JE0 ; A) and by a OK+ 
inference T 
1-Gm~ BJTI =? DAp(0jE0 ; A), A. 
By weakening inferences 
By Dr+ inferences we obtain 
By the line 2 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule we have 
The two sequents above yield (iii+) by admissibility of the cut rule in Gmj,. 
• Consider the principal formula DA E A, i.e., A doesn't contain p. Then the proof 
ends with: 
0jB0 , E0 =}A 
__ __;___:. _____ oj( 
B, Ejr, II=? Ll, DA, A' 
where DA, A' is A. 
Then by the induction hypothesis 
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and by a •-l inference and a OK+ inference 
Since weakening is admissible in Gm.j,, we obtain 
and now inferences and a •-l inference yield 
By weakening inferences 
By inferences 
By the line 2 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule we have 
The two sequents above yield (iii+) by admissibility of the cut rule in Gm.j,. 
QED 
Analogues of Corollaries 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 hold also for modal logic T 
by very similar proofs, so we obtain, from Theorem 3.3.1, the uniform interpolation 
and a simulation of propositional quantifiers. 
The schema ( 0\fpA)* ~ (\fpOA)*, used in the previous section to separate second 
order quantifiers and our simulated quantifiers, holds for T as well. The reflexivity 
itself does not brake it. 
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3.4 Godel-Lob's Logic GL 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let f', ~ be finite multisets oj jorrnulas. For every propositional 
variable p there exists a jorrnula Ap(f'; ~) such that: 
• (i) 
• (ii) 
• (iii) moreover let IT, A be multisets oj jorrnulas not containing p and f--omaL 
fl, f' => A,~. Then 
We define a formula Ap(f'; ~) inductively as in 3.2.1, changing the tahle as follows 
( again, q and r are propositional variables other then p, multisets <I> and \II contain only 
propositional variables and at least one of the multisets is required to be nonempty). 
Also multisets T and 8 in the line 2 contain only proposítional varíables. 
The formula Ap(f'; ~) ís defined recursively to equal 1\ Ap(8; 3). 
(8=>2)ECI(r;D.) 
The recursive steps for the critical sequents are given by the following tahle: 
Df'', <I>; O~', \II matches Ap(Df'', <I>; O~', \II) equals 
1 if p E <I> n w or f'' n ~~ i- 0 T 
2 otherwise V qV V ....,r 
qEilí rE<I> 
v DAp(Df'', 1', DB; B)V 
BED.' 
<>( 1\ 
(DE, T=>D!1,8)ECI(Dr' ,r' ;0) 
:t;o=r'o 
En!1=0 
(V q V V ....,r V V DAp(DI:, 2:, DB; B)) 
qE8 rET BE!1 
1\ Ap(DI:, T; on, 8)) 
(DE, T =>0!1,8 )ECI(Dr' ,r' ;0) 
:t;o::Jr'o 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4.1. The first line corresponds to the case when the critical 
sequent is an initial sequent or the diagonal formula is already in the antecedent (here 
we are using the loop preventing mechanism from the termination argument in 2.3.1). 
Then the procedure ends up with T. 
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For the termination of this procedure ( see below) we are going to use a similar 
function as the one used proving termination of GmcL in 2.3.1. So words "strictly 
less" in the following paragraph refer to such a function. 
The second line, as in previous proofs, corresponds to the modal jump. lt treats 
propositional variables from multisets tl>, W, all the possibilities of a DaL inference 
with the principal formula from Dó.' and the possibility of a OcL inference with 
the principal formula not from Dó.' (i.e., appropriate inductive steps in the proof 
of (iii) of the Theorem). The last disjunct starting with a () needs some explana-
tion. Proceeding as in previous proofs, we would add 0Av(Df',f';0) to prove (iii) 
of the theorem (it captures the case of a inference with the principal formula 
not containing p ). This presents a problem since (Df', f') needn't be strictly less 
then (Df', tl>; Dó.', W). As a simple example shows, it cannot be solved using any 
terminating function: a run of the procedure for (Op, p; 0) would create a loop then. 
A solution is as follows: we skip (Df', f'; 0) and go to the next level of its proof-search 
tree, which is Cl(Df', f'; 0), and consider all critical sequents from the closure. For 
those strictly less then (Df', tl>; 06.', w) (which means with more boxed formulas in 
the antecedent) we just take their Ap, while for those that needn't be strictly less 
then (Df', tl>; Dó.', W) we apply the second line of the tahle without the () disjunct. 
That this is sufficient becomes clear proving (ii) and (iii) of the theorem and it can 
be also seen from Lemma 3.4.2. 
Let us see that the definition terminates. The argument is similar to that we have 
used to prove termination of the calculus GmcL in 2.3.1. 
Consider a run of the procedure for Av(TI; A) and let d be the maximal box-depth 
of (TI; A), which is the maximal number of critical steps occurring along a branch in 
the tree corresponding to the run of the procedure. This is crucial since it enables 
us to consider an upper bound of the weight of an argument of Ap occurring during 
a run of the procedure. 
Put c 4dw(TI, A), i.e. an upper bound of the weight of an argument of AP 
occurring during the run of the procedure for (TI; A) (c is again a constant for TI; A.) 
Here, in contrast to the termination argument for the calculus GmcL, we need 4d since 
the weight of a recursively called argument of Ap can increase more. This is caused 
by the last disjunct in the second line start ing with (), since it misses the actuallevel 
of (Df', f'; 0) and calls arguments from the next one presented by Cl(Df', f'; 0). 
Let b(r) be the number of boxed formulas in r counted as a set. 
For an Av argument (f; 6.), consider an ordered pair (c- b(f), w(f, 6.)). Now 
this measure decreases in every recursive step of the procedure in terms of the lexi-
cographical ordering: 
It is obvious that, for each noncritical sequent (8 ==} E Cl(f; 6.), w(8, 3) < 
w(f, 6.) and that b does not decrease. 
Consider a critical argument (Df', tl>; Dó.', w), i.e., line 2 of the tahle. For all 
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the three recursively called arguments b increases, thus c b as well as the whole 
measure decreases. 
• (Df', f', DB; B): Obviously b(Df', r', DB) > b(Df') since DB rf:. Df'. (If it is, 
r' n D.' i= 0 and the line 1 is used.) 
• (DL:, I:, DB; B) where B E n and (DL:, T::::;. on, 8) E Cl(Df', f'; 0) and L:o = 
f'o and L: n n 0: Since L: n n = 0, B rf:. L: and b(DL:, L:, DB) > b(DL:). More-
over L:0 = f'0 and thus b(DL:) b(Df'). Therefore b(DL:, I:, DB) > b(Df'). 
• (DL:, T; on, 8) where (DL:, T ::::;. on, 8) E Cl(Df', f'; 0) and L: 0 ::::> f'0 : Since 
Eo ::::> po, it holds that b(DE) > b(Df') and therefore b(DL:, T) > b(Df'). 
Before we continue proving the theorem, we prove the following lemma which will 
help us to proceed as in 3.2.1. 
Lemma 3.4.2. 
(D~,Y=>Díl,9)EGI(Dr',r';0) qE9 
~o=r'o 
rEY 
f\ Ap(DE, T; on, 8)) 
(D~,Y=>Díl,9)ECI(Dr' ,r' ;0) 
Eo ::Jr'o 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4.2. Let us denote the first part of the equivalence by ()D. 
The sense of the lemma stating a provable equivalence ()D {::} ()Ap(or', f'; 0) is that 
the long disjunct starting with () in the second line of the tahle can be replaced by 
()Ap(Df',r';0) in following proofs. This makes (iii) of the theorem provable as in 
the case of modal logic K. 
First observe that, by definition, 
I\ 
SECI(Dr',r';0) 
This holds even if or', f' ::::;. 0 is a critical sequent. 
I\ I\ 
SEGl(Dr',r';0) (DE,Y=>Díl,9)EGI(Dr',r';0) 
Eo=r'o 
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(\ Ap(DI::, Y; on, 8)), 
(DE, T=?D!1,9 )EC!(Df1 ,r' ;0) 
EO:=Jf'O 
where, by definition given in the table, 
(\ Ap(DI::, Y; on, 8) 
(DE, T =?D!1,9)EC!(Df1 ,r' ;0) 
Eo=r'o 
(V q V V •r V V DAp(DI::, 2::, DB; B) V ()D). 
(DE, T=?D!1,9)ECI(Of' ,f1 ;0) qE9 rET 
Eo=r'o 
Now, for short concentrating only on the form of what we are to prove, we show 
in GmcL that the following holds: 
1--cmcL ()((\ (Ai V ()D) 1\ (\ BJ) {::} ()((\ Ai 1\ (\ BJ). 
i j 
E 
i j 
--......--
D 
Equivalently 
1--cmcL o(V ·Ai v V ·BJ) {::} o(V(·Ai A o-.D) v V -.BJ)· 
j i j 
~D ~E 
Consider the left-right direction first. Since 
and 
'Vj; 1--cmcL •Bj =? V •Bj, 
j 
we obtain by V inferences and weakening 
1--crncL D-.D, V -.Ai V V -.BJ, D-.E => V ( -.Aí 1\ D-.D) V V -.BJ, 
í j i j 
~D ~E 
which, by a DL inference, yields 
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Now consider the right-left direction. Since 
Vi; 1--cmaL --.Ai 1\ 0--.D =>V --.Ai 
and 
j 
we obtain by V inferences and weakening 
1--crnaL 0--.D, v(--.Ai 1\ 0--.D) V V --.Bj, 0--.E =>V --.Ai V V --.Bj, 
j j 
which, by a OL inference, yields 
1--crnaL 0--.E => 0--.D. 
Notice that the diagonal formulas were in both cases above introduced by weakening 
and so K4 would suffice to prove the lemma. QED 
Let us continue proving the Theorem: 
(i) follows easily by induction on r, 6. just because we never add p during the definition 
of the formula Ap(r; 6.). 
(ii) We proceed by induction on the complexity of r, 6. given by the termination 
function. We prove that 1--crnaL r, Ap(r; 6.) => 6.. 
Let (r => 6.) be a noncritical sequent. Then sequents (8i => 2í) E Cl(r; 6.) are of 
lower complexity. By the induction hypotheses 
for each i. 
Then by admissibility of weakening and by Lemma 2.3.5 
1--cmaL r, Ap(ei; ), ... ) Ap(ek; =:k) => 6., 
and so 
1--cmaL r, 1\ Ap(ei; Si)=> 6., 
(9;~2i)ECl(T;Ll) 
which is 
Let (r => .1) bc a critical sequent matching the line 1. Then (ii) is an initial sequent. 
Let (r => .1) be a critica1 sequent matching the line 2. 
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• For each B E /);.', we have f-cmcL Df', f', DB, Ap(Df', f', DB; B) ::::} B by 
the i.h., which gives f-cmcL Df', <I>, DAp(Df', f', DB; B) ::::} DB, O/).", W by a DL 
inference. 
• For each (DI:, Y ::::} on, 8) E Cl(Df', f'; 0); 'Eo = f'o; I: n n = 0 we have the 
following (since induction here is on the complexity of (f, f).) we cannot use 
Lemma 3.4.2 and prove this line for \)Ap(Df', f'; 0) as in 3.2.1): 
- obviously f-cmcL V ::::} 8 and by admissibility of weakening 
qE8 
f-cmcL DI:, Y, v ::::} on, 8. 
qE8 
- obviously f-cmcL V , Y::::} and by admissibility of weakening 
•rEY 
f-cmcL DI:, Y, v ::::} on, 8. 
•rEY 
- for each B E n by the induction hypotheses 
f-cmcL DI:, 'E, DB, Ap(D'E, 'E, DB; B) ::::} B 
and by weakening and a DoL inference 
Together this yields, using V-l inferences, 
f-cmcL DI:, Y, v V v V v DAP(D'E, 'E, DB; B) ::::} on, 8. 
qE8 •rEY BEO 
For each (DI:, Y::::} on, 8) E Cl(Df', f'; 0); 'Eo ~ f'o by the induction hypothe-
ses f-cmcL DI:, Y, Ap(D'E, Y; on, 8) ::::} on, 8. Let US denote the conjunction 
1\ (V q V V --,r V V DAp(D'E, I:, DB; B)) 
(m::,Y=:.D0,8)ECI(Dr',r';0) qE8 
I:o=r'o 
I:n0=0 
rEY 
f\ Ap(D'E, Y; on, 8) 
(DI:,Y=:.D0,8)ECI(Dr',r';0) 
Eo:::)r'o 
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by C. Then, for each (DE, Y =>on, 8) E Cl(Df', f'; 0), 
f--amoL DE, Y, c =} on, 8 
by weakening and 1\-l inferences. Now, by Lemma 2.3.5, 
f--GmoL Of' 1 f', c =} 0 
Using negation and weakening inferences f--amoL Df', r', o...,c => •C, and by 
a DaL inference f--amoL or', (j) =} o.c, on', \fr. Now, using a negation inference 
again, we obtain 
f--GmoL Of', {j), oc =} on', \fr . 
• for each r E (j) obviously f--amoL <P, •r, or' =}on', \fr . 
• for each q E \[r obviously f--amoL <P, q, or' =}on', \fr. 
Together this yields, using V-l inferences, 
f--amoL <P, Df', v q v •r v DAv(Df', f', DB; B) V {)C =>on', \fr, 
qE'Ii rE!fl BE!!i.' 
that is, by the line 2, f--amoL <P, or', Ap(<P, or'; on', \fr)=} on', \fr. 
(iii) We proced by induction on the height of a proof of (IT, r => A, n). We can 
restrict ourselves to critical steps (a OL inferences). The argument from Theorem 
3.2.1 applies for the rest. So let us consider that the last inference is a inference: 
Consider the principal formula DA E A first, i.e. A doesn't contain p. Then the proof 
ends with: 
DIT', Df', ll', f', DA =>A 
DIT',Df',IT",f" => DA,A',n 
where DIT', ll" is ll; Df', f" is f; and DA, A' is A. Consider f' n n ° = 0 ( otherwise 
Ap(f; n) = T and (iii) holds) so we can use the line 2. Then the induction hypothesis 
gives 
f--amoL IT1 , DA =} Ap(Df', r'; 0), A 
and by a •-l inference we obtain 
f--amoL IT', DA, •Av(Df', f'; 0) =>A 
. Now, by a and a negation inference, we obtain 
f--amoL DIT', ll"=> 0AP(Df',f';0),DA,A'. 
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By the line 2 of the table, invertibility of the V-l rule, and Lemma 3.4.2 we have 
f-cmaL <)Ap(Df', r'; 0) =} Ap(Df', r"; ~). 
The two sequents above yield (iii) by cut admissibility. 
Consider the principal formula DA E ~. Again, consider r' n ~ 0 = 0 so we can use 
the line 2. Then the proof ends with: 
DIT', Df', II', f', DA =?A 
DIT', Df', II", f" =? DA, ~',A 
where DIT'' II" is II; Df'' r" is r; and DA, ~I is ~-
Now the induction hypothesis gives 
f-cmaL Dll', II'=? Ap(Df', f', DA; A) 
and by weakening and a DL inference we obtain 
f-cmaL DIT', II"=? DAP(Df', f', DA; A), A. 
The line 2 or 3 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule yields 
f-cmaL DAp(Df', f', DA; A)=? Ap(Df', f"; DA, ~'). 
We obtain (iii) again by cut admissibility. QED 
Analogues of Corollaries 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 hold also for modallogic GL 
by similar proofs, so we obtain, from Theorem 3.4.1, the uniform interpolation and 
a simulation of propositional quantifiers. 
Considering again the schema ( <)\ipA)* +-+ (\ip<)A)*, it is not clear whether it 
holds in case of GL or not. Transitivity complicate things here. So far, we are able 
neither to prove it nor to provide a counterexample. 
3.4.1 Fixed points 
Uniform interpolation theorem for logic GL entails Sambin's and de Jongh's fixed 
point theorem. Our proof then presents an alternative constructive proof of the fixed 
point theorem: 
Theorem 3.4.3. Fixed point theorem: Suppose p is modalized in B (i. e., any occur-
rence oj p is in the s cope oj a D). Then we can find a jormula C in the variables oj 
B without p such that 
f-cL C +-+ B(C). 
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U niforrn interpolation entails fixed point theorern. Already ordinary interpolation 
does the job: a fixed point of a forrnula B is an interpolant of a sequent obtained 
frorn a sequent expressing the uniqueness of the fixed point 
D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ D(q ~ B(q)) => p ~ q, 
which is provable in GL- for a detailed proof see [46] and [8]. However, this rnethod is 
not useful for irnplernentations since first we would need to have a proof of the sequent 
expressing the uniqueness of the fixed point. 
Direct proofs of fixed point theorern were given by Sarnbin [44], Sarnbin and Valen-
tini in [46] (construction of explicit fixed points which is effective and irnplernentable), 
Srnorynski [48] frorn Beth's definability property, Reidhar-Olson [43], Gleit and Gold-
farb [21]. A proof from Beth's property can be found also in Kracht's book [28], for 
three different proofs see Boolos' book [8]. 
The point of non-constructiveness of proofs of the existence of fixed point is that 
first the uniqueness is proved sernantically, and from this is derived, using Beth's 
definabilíty, that this explicit definition yields indeed a fixed point. Or the uniqueness 
is proved syntactícally, and Craig interpolation of the statement of the uniqueness 
for a particular forrnula then yields the fixed point. This choice is constructive, 
but non-effective since first we need to ha ve a ( cut-free) proof of the uniqueness for 
the particular formula to construct an interpolant. 
A different and effective constructive proof of fixed point theorem is the one by 
Sambin and Valentini in [46]. Our proof, based on uniform interpolation, is an alter-
native effective proof then. The point is that we do not need a proof of the uniqueness 
to construct the interpolants. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4.3. Let us consider a formula B(p, ij) with p modalized in 
B. The fixed point of B then would be the simulation of 
3p(D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p)) 
or, equivalently, of 
'v'r(D(r ~ B(r))-----+ B(r)). 
Let US denote them cl and c2 and observe they are both interpolants of 
(D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p) => D(r ~ B(r)) ---t B(r)) 
and that neither of them contains p, r. \Ve show that any of them is the fixed point 
of B and that they are indeed equivalent. What follows are a bit informal proof-trees 
which, to keep readability, express rather statements about provability in GmcL then 
proofs in GmcL· 
First we show that (D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p) => D(r ~ B(r)) -----+ B(r)) is provable 
from the uniqueness statement: 
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8(p ~ B(p)) 1\ 8(r ~ B(r)) =? p ~ r p ~ r,p ~ B(p), r ~ B(r), B(p) =? B(r) 
D(p ~ B(p)), D(r ~ B(r)), B(p) =? B(r) 
(D(p ~ B(p)), B(p) =? D(r ~ B(r))--> B(r)) 
(D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p) =? D(r ~ B(r))--> B(r)) 
Now let us see that any of Ci is a fixed point and thus, by the uniqueness, C1 ~ C2 . 
First observe, that whenever (f(p) =? ~(p)) is provable, (f[p/A] =? ~[pjA]) 
where we substitute A for p is provable as well ( we just substitute everywhere in 
the proof, to treat inferences can require some admissible weakenings, and we 
add proofs of sequents (r, A=?~, A) in place of initial sequents). The label "subst." 
in the following proof-tree refers to such a substitution, the label "inv." refers to 
invertibility of a rule: 
C; =? D(r ~ B(r))--> B(r) 
subst. D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p) =? C; C; =? D(Ci ~ B(Ci))--> B(C;) 
-0--:(-:'Ct;;_' ~-B--;(.:::,-C:...:...;) ):-1\-B__:::...:( C".,..,; )-=?-C=--i s u bst. -C..".,;_=?_·..:....D_,..( c--i-~___:_B:...:...( C;;_;-:-:-) -, B=-(:...:...C--;i );_ mv. 
D(Ci ~ B(C;)),B(C;) =?Ci inv. C;,D(Ci ~ B(Ci)) =? B(Ci) 
D(C; ~ B(C;)) =? •B(Ci), C; D(Ci ~ B(C;)) =?·Ci, B(C;) 
D(C; ~ B(C;)) =? B(Ci)--> Ci D(Ci ~ B(C;)) =?Ci--> B(Ci) 
D(Ci ~ B(Ci)) =?Ci~ B(Ci) DaL 
0 =? D(Ci ~ B(Ci)) 
Now by a cut 
0 =? D(C; ~ B(C;)) D(C; ~ B(C;)) =?Ci~ B(C;) 
__ __;_ _ ___;__.:..:. __ _;__ _ _:___;_;_ __ ___;'----'- cut 
0 =*Ci~ B(Ci) 
From this proof one can see that already ordinary interpolation does the job. 
The point of using uniform interpolation here is that we do not need to have a proof 
of (D(p ~ B(p)) 1\ B(p) =? D(r ~ B(r)) --> B(r)) to construct an interpolant- we 
just need to know that it is provable. 
We learnt this simple proof from Albert Visser. 
QED 
3.5 Grzegorczyk's Logic S4Grz 
Theorem 3.5.1. Let E, r, ~ be finite multisets of formulas (E a multiset of boxed 
formulas). For every propositional variable p there exists a formula Ap(Ejf; ~) such 
that: 
cut 
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• {i) 
Var(Ap(~jf; ~))~Var(~, r, ~)\{p} 
• {íi) 
• {iíi) moreover let IT, A, 8 be multisets of formulas not containing p and f-cm+ 
Grz 
8, ~Jil, r:::;. A,~. Then 
f-cm+ 0j8, I1 =* Ap(~ jr;~), A. 
Grz 
We define a formula Ap(~jr; ~) inductively as in 3.3.1, changing the table as 
follows ( again, q and r are propositional variables other then p, multisets <I> and 'll 
contain only propositional variables and at least one of the multisets is required to 
be nonempty). 
Also the multisets Y, 8 in the line 2 contain only propositional variables. 
The formula Ap(~ jr;~) is defined recursively to equal /\ Ap(OJ8; 2). 
(1118=>S)E0l(Eif;D.) 
The recursive steps for the critical sequents are given by the following table: 
or'j<l>; O~', 'll matches Ap(or'j<I>; o~', 'll) equals 
1 if p E <!> n 'll or r' n ~' f:. 0 T 
2 otherwise V q V •r 
qE'li rE<P 
v OAp(or', o(B -4 OB)jr'; B) 
BED.',(B-.DB)~f' 
v OAP(or'j0; B)) 
BED-1 ,(B-+DB)Ef' 
VO( /\ (V q v V -.rv 
(DEj1=>DS1,8)ECl(Dr'jr';0) qE8 rET 
Eo=r'o 
Enl1=0 
v OAP(o~, O(B -4 OB)j~; B)V 
BEH,(B-+DB)~E 
v 0Ap(O~j0; B))A 
BEfl,(B->DB)EE 
/\ Ap(O~jY; on, 8)) 
(DEj1=>DH,8)EC!(Dr'lf';0) 
Eo::>r'o 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5.1. The table follows similar ideas as the previous one, 
only now we deal with two loop preventing mechanisms: one is that used for T and 
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the other is splitting the Dcrz rule into two cases testing if the diagonal formula is 
already stored in the third multiset or not. 
We adopt the same simplification as we have used proving termination of the cal-
culus Gmcrz+ - we restrict the ot rule and treat the third multiset as a set (i.e., we 
remove duplicate formulas). 
Let us see that the definition terminates. Consider a run of the procedure for 
Ap(0III; A). Let d be maximal box depth in II, A, which is, as in the case of GL, 
maximal number of critical steps along one branch of the corresponding tree. Let 
b(r) be the number of boxed subformulas of r counted as a set. 
With each Ap argument (~Ir; ,6.) occurring during the run of the procedure, we 
associate an ordered pair (e -l~ol, w(r, ,6.)). We recall that we use the size of the set 
~o. 
Here e = d.b(II, A) is an upper bound of the number of formulas stored if we do 
not duplicate them. 
The measure decreases in each step of the run of the procedure in terms of the lex-
icographical ordering. 
For a noncritical argument (~Ir; ,6.), for each (nl8 =>S) E Cl(~lr; ,6.), w(8, S) < 
w(r, ,6.). 
For a critical argument (or'I<I>; DL}.', w) let us see that, in the table, for each of 
the five recursively called arguments the measure decreases. 
• (or', D(B ___, DB) Ir'; B) where B E ,6.' and (B ___, DB) ~ r': here obviously 
I(Dr' U D(B ___, DB)) 0 1 > 1Dr'0 1. 
• (or'l0; B) where B E ,6.' and (B ___, DB) E r': In this case, w(0, B) < 
w(<l>, DL}.', \ll). 
• (D~, D(B ___, DB) I~; B) where B E n and (B ___, DB) ~ ~' and (D~IY => 
on, 8) E Cl(Dr'lr'; 0) and ~o = r'0 : Since ~o = r'o, also ID~ol = 1Dr'0 1. 
Hence I(D~ U D(B ___, DB))ol > IDr'ol· 
• (D~I0; B) where B E n and (B ___, DB) E ~' and (D~IY => on, 8) E 
Cl(Dr'lr'; 0) and ~o= r'o. 
• (D~IY; on, 8) where (D~IY => on, 8) E Cl(Dr'lr'0) and ~o ::J r'o: Since 
~o ::J r'o, ~~ol > lr'ol· 
Before we continue proving the theorem, we prove the following lemma fully anal-
ogous to the previous one: 
Lemma 3.5.2. 
f--cm~,.z 0( 1\ (V q V V -.rV 
(DI:IT=>Dl1,8)EC!(Dr'lr';0) qES rET 
Eo=r'o 
I:nl1=0 
v 
V DAp(D.E, D(B---* DB)j.E; B) 
BEn,(B-oB)If.í:. 
1\ 
(DEIT;;.oH,8)ECI(Df'lf';0) Í:,O::)fiO 
Enn=0 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5.2. The proof is fully analogous to that of Lemma 3.4.2. 
Again, since the form is the same as in the previous case, we show in Gmcrz+ that 
the following holds: 
j i j 
._____..., 
E D 
Equivalently 
j j 
~D ~E 
Since, as we have noted in Lemma 3.4.2, the diagonal formulas were introduced by 
weakening, we can use the same proof bere. We only write it down to make it clear. 
Consider the left-right direction first. Since 
V i; 
and 
Vj; 
j 
we obtain by V inferences and weakening 
j j 
~D ~E 
which by oj:. inferences and admissibility of contraction yields 
f-Gmbrz 0-,D, D(•E--"* 0-,E)j V •Ai V V •Bj ==} V(•Ai A 0-,D) V V --,Bj, 
i j j 
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which, by a o{jrzl inference, yields 
which by weakening and O~ inferences yields 
Now consider the right-left direction. Since 
V i; 
and 
\:fj; 
j 
we obtain by V inferences and weakening 
j 
which, by a o{jrzl inference, yields 
which by weakening and O~ inferences yields 
QED 
Let us continue proving the Theorem: 
(i) follows easily by induction on (I::If; ~) just because we never add p during the def-
inition of the formula Ap(I::If; ~). 
(ii) Similarly as in Theorem 3.3.1 (ii), we proceed by induction on the complexity of 
(I::If; ~) given by the terminating function. 
Let (I::If =? ~) be a noncritical sequent. Then sequents (Dil8i =? Bi) E Cl(I::If; ~) 
are of lower complexity. By the induction hypotheses 
for each i. 
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Then by admissibility of weakening and by 2.3.5 
and so 
which is 
Let (L:!r =} .6.) be a critical sequent matching the line 1. Then either (ii) is an initial 
sequent in the case that p E <I> n W or (ii) is provable in GmiJrz in the case that 
r' n .6.' =1= 0. 
Let (L:jr .6.) be a critical sequent matching the line 2. We have, similarly as in 
3.3.1, the following: 
• for each B E .6.', (B ___..,DB) tf:. r', we have 
f-cm+ 0jor', D(B ___..,DB), r', Ap(or', D(B ___.., DB)jr'; B) * B 
Grz 
by the Lh., which gives 
f-cm+ or', O(B ___..,DB), DAp(or', O(B-+ DB)jr'; B)j 
G1·z 
jr', (B ___..,DB), Ap(or', O(B- DB)!r'; B) =} B 
by o-t inferences, contraction inferences, and weakening. To get rid of ( B -
DB), which is ( ·B V DB), we apply invertibility of the V-1 and •-l rules to 
obtain 
This yields 
f-c + or', DAp(or', D(B- DB) jr'; B)j<P, =} Dó', w 
mGrz 
by a D"iJrzl inference. Then by weakening and Df inferences 
f-crn+ or'jDAp(or', D(B ___.., DB)jr'; B), <I>=} Dó', W. 
Grz 
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• for each B E 1::!.', (B-). DB) E r', we have 
by the i.h., which gives 
by ot inferences and weakening. Kow we obtain 
by a D(jrzl inference. Then by weakening and ot inferences 
• for each (DElT=> on, 8) E Cl(Dr'lr'; 0); Eo r'o; E n n 0 
obviously f-cm+ 0!T, V •r =? 0, and by admissibility of weakening 
Grz rET 
f-cm+ DElT, V •r => on,e. 
Grz 
rET 
obviously f-cm+ 01 v q =? e, and by admissibility of weakening 
Grz qEe 
f-cm+ DElT, V q =? on, 8. 
Grz 
qE9 
for each B E n, ( B -). DB) rj:. E, by the induction hypotheses, 
f-cm+ 0jDE, E, D(B-). DB), Ap(DE, D(B-). DB)jE; B) => B. 
Grz 
By ot inferences and contractions, 
f-cm+ DE,D(B-). DB)IE,B-). DB,Ap(DE,D(B-). DB)jE;B) => B. 
Grz 
To get rid of (B -). DB), which is ( ·B V DB), we apply invertibility of V-1 
rule and contraction to obtain 
f-cm+ DE, D(B-). DB) jE, Ap(DE, D(B-). DB) jE; B) => B. 
Grz 
By weakening f-Gm + 
Grz 
DE, D(B DB), DAp(DE, D(B-). DB) jE; B)!E, Ap(DE, D(B-). DB)!E; B) =? B. 
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Now we can apply the Dtrzl rule to obtain 
f-cm+ DE, DAp(DE, D(B--> DB)IE; B)IY::::} on, 8. 
Grz 
By weakening and a O~ inference 
- for each B E n, (B-+ DB) E E, by the induction hypotheses, 
By o~ inferences, 
By weakening 
Now we use the Dhrzl rule to obtain 
By weakening and a O~ inference 
Together this yields using V -1 inferences 
f-cm(';q DE!Y, V q V V •rV 
qE8 rET 
v DAP(DE, D(B--> DB)IE; B)V v 
BEfl,(B-+DB)(iiE BEfl,(B-+DB)EE 
For each (DE lY ::::} on, 8) E Cl(or'jr'; 0); r;o ::::> r'o we have by the induction 
hypotheses 
Let us denote the conjunction 
A (v qV v.". 
(DEIT~Dfl,8)EGI(Df'lf';0) qE8 rET 
z:;o=r'o 
Enn=0 
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v v OAp(o~, O(B---+ OB) I~; B) V 
1\ 
(DEIY=;.Dí!,8)EC!(Dr'if';0) 
Eo::Jr'o 
v 
BEí!,(B--->DB)EE 
by C. Then for each (O~ lY=? on, 8) E Cl(Of'lf'; 0), 
f-cm+ O~IY, c =?on, 8 Grz 
by weakening and A-l inferences. Thus by Lemma 2.3.5 
and by negation and weakening inferences, 
Now by a o~rzl inference 
and by a negation inference 
• for each r E <I> obviously f-cm+ 010f', <I>, -,r =? O~', \ll. 
Grz 
• for each q E W obviously f-cm+ 010f'<I>, q =?O~', W. Grz 
Together this yields, using V-l inferences, 
f-cm~rz 010f'<I>, V q V -,r V OAp(or', O(B---+ OB)If'; B) 
qEW rE<l> BE6..',(B->DB)f{T' 
v 0Ap(Of'l0; B)) V <)C =? O~', \ll. 
BE6..' ,(B->DB)Er' 
This yields, by the line 2 of the table, 
f-cm+ 01or', <I>, Ap(of'I<I>; oS, w) =?o~', w. 
Grz 
(iii) We proceed by induction on the height of the proof of sequent (8, ~III, r =?A,~) 
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in GmiJrz· Again, we can restrict ourselves to initial sequents and critical steps (Dcrzl 
and inferences). For invertible part s of the proof the task reduces to appropriate 
critical sequents as in 3.3.1. 
So let us first consider the last step of the proof of (E, 8ji1, r:::::;. A, Ll) is an initial 
sequent. It works similarly as in 3.2.1, the third multiset has no influence here. 
Let us consider that the last inference of the proof of (8, EliT, r :::::;. A, Ll) is a 
inference. 
• Consider the principal formula DA E Ll. Then the proof ends with: 
e, ,E0 :::::;. A + 
1 °crzl 8, Elf, I1:::::;. DA, Ll, A 
where DA, Ll' is Ll. Consider E n Ll = 0 (otherwise Ap(f; Ll) = T and (iii) 
holds). 
Then by the induction hypotheses 
By D~ inferences, contraction inferences, and weakening 
where D is Ap(E, D(A--+ DA)jE0 ; A). Now, by a inference, we obtain 
By weakening inferences 
By D~ inferences we obtaín 
By the line 2 of the tahle and invertibility of the V-1 rule we have 
The two sequents above yield (iii+) by admissibility of the cut rule in GmiJrz· 
• Consider the princi pal formula DA E A, i.e., A doesn't contain p. Then the proof 
ends with: 
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8, O(A ___" OA)I8°, L::0 :::;. A 
_;____;_____,__ __ _;_:_;____ ___ o(trzl 
8, L::!r, rr '* ~, o A, A' 
where OA, A' is A. 
Then by the induction hypotheses 
By O~ inferences and contraction inferences we obtain 
To get rid of (A ___" OA), which is (-,A V OA), we use invertibility of the V -1 and 
rules, and contraction, to obtain 
By a inference and weakening 
By a o(t,rzl inference 
Since weakening is admissible in Gm6rz> we obtain 
and now O~ inferences and a inference yield 
By weakening inferences 
By o~ inferences 
By the line 2 of the table, invertibility of the V-1 rule, and Lemma 3.5.2 we have 
The two sequents above yield (iii+) by admissibility of the cut rule in Gm6rz· 
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Let US consider that the last inference of the proof of (8, í:IIT, r :=:;..A, 6.) is a o;J;rz2 
inference. 
• Consider the principal formula DA E 6.. Then the proof ends with: 
_____ e_,_I:~I0_:=:;.. __ A _____ 0 + Grz2 8,Ejr,IT :=:;.. DA,6.',A 
where DA, 6.' is 6.. Consider 2: n 6. = 0 (otherwise Ap(r; 6.) = T and (iii) 
holds). 
Then by the induction hypotheses 
By inferences, contraction inferences, and weakening 
where D is Ap(EI0; A). Now, by a Dbrzi inference, we obtain 
By weakening inferences 
By D:f inferences we obtain 
By the line 2 of the table and invertibility of the V-l rule we have 
The two sequents above yield (iii+) by admissibility of the cut rule in Gmi;rz· 
• Consider the princi pal formula DA E A, i.e., A doesn't contain p. Then the proof 
ends with: 
e, =:;..A + 
---------
0 arz2 
e, Ejr, rr * 6., oA, A' 
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where DA, A' is A. 
Then by the induction hypotheses 
~atice that (I:I0; 0) is a critical sequent with all butone multisets empty, and by 
the tahle defining Ap, Ap(I:I0; 0) =: ..L. Thus we have in fact f-cm+ 018 :::::;. A. 
:r Grz 
By O~ inferences we obtain 
and by weakening 
By a Dbrzl inference 
By admissibility of weakening we obtain 
QED 
Again, analogues of Corollaries 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 hold also for modallogic 
GL by similar proofs, so we obtain, from Theorem 3.5.1, the uniform interpolation 
and a simulation of propositional quantifiers. 
With the schema ( <)\ipA)* ~ (\fp<) A)*, the situation is the same as in the case of 
GL. So far, we are able neither to prove it nor to provide a counterexample. 
3.6 Concluding remarks 
We have presented a nearly uniform method of a constructive proof of uniform inter-
polation in propositional modallogics, based on a terminating sequent proof system. 
Two main points are to treat reflexivity, which is done using a simple loop preventing 
mechanism built-in the syntax, and to treat transitivity, which is rather tricky and 
to prevent looping, the presence of a diagonal formula is substantial. \Ve conjecture 
a similar proof should work also for logic K4Grz but we decided not to give it here 
since it is much similar to that for S4Grz. 
Observe that from our results it follows that a formula A is provable if and only 
if the simulation of its universa! closure (where we quantify over all propositional 
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variables of A) equals T. So our construction contains, as a special case, a decision 
procedure. 
However, our procedure is not in PSPACE- an ea..<;y example shows that it con-
structs formulas of exponential size in some cases. A simple reason is that closíng 
under invertible rules we in fact construct a conjunctive normal form which is not 
always of polynomial size. This is not so interesting from the point of view of modal 
logics since it is present already in the classical propositional logic. 
Even in the classical case, the complexity of interpolation is open. It was showed 
by Mundici in [36, 37] that, assuming NP n co NP i Pjpoly, not all (Craig) 
interpolants in classical propositionallogic are of polynomial size. (We use this ideas 
in 4.3.1 to derive lower bounds on size of proofs in modallogics.) 
An interesting question remains to understand what complexity brings the pres-
ence of modalities. 
Chapter 4 
Feasible interpolation 
In the proof complexity area, a version of the Craig's interpolation theorem, so called 
feasible interpolation, is concerned to derive lower bounds on size of proofs. Feasible 
interpolation theorem states that, given a proof of an implication, we are able to 
extract from it a boolean interpolation circuit whose size is polynomial in the size of 
the proof. Its stronger monotone version states that we are able to extract an inter-
polation circuit which is moreover monotone. 
In this chapter, we concentrate on the general feasible interpolation theorem. We 
prove the theorem for modal propositionallogics K, K4, K4Grz, GL, T, S4, and 
S4Grz. The choice of logics. however natural, is also motivated by the method we 
use which is based on modular modal sequent calculí. So we restrict ourselves to 
logícs for which such calculi are known and can be defined uniformly. 
It is convenient in proof complexity of classical logic to formulate feasíble inter-
polation rather for a proof of a dísjunction ínstead of an implication. This is no more 
equivalent in some nonclassical logics as for example intuitionistic logic. Then it is 
rather a restricted form of an interpolation theorem. In case of modallogics, we deal 
with a special form of disjunctions a disjunction of boxed formulas. 
Our proof is a simplification and generalization of the proof for logic S4 in [4]. 
Our proof technique comes from [ll] and [12]. It derives feasible interpolation from 
so called Feasible Disjunction Property (FDP) which, for a modallogic, states that 
whenever a disjunction of the form (DAV DB) is provable, one of the disjuncts DA, 
DB has to be provable as well. The method of [12] is based on sequent calculus 
and uses SLD resolution to extract required information from proofs. FDP holds 
also for a suitable class of formulas as assumptions. We define such a class and 
call the formulas, in an analogy with intuitionistic propositional logic, Harrop. It is 
similar to the class defined in [15] or [4] for S4, but here it applies to all non-refiexíve 
( refiexive) logics respectively. 
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We shall show that already FDP without hypotheses entails feasible interpolation 
theorem [41], which was overlooked in [15] where ít was derived similarly as in [12] 
only using Harrop hypotheses and only for logic 84. 
Ferrari, Fiorentini, and Fiorino in [15] use method based on so-called extraction 
calculi applied to Hilbert calculi or Natural deduction calculi to extract information 
from proofs. The method considers itself independent on structural properties of 
a particular formulation of a logic, as e.g. cut-elimination or normalization. 
We would like to stress that feasible disjunction property is a property of a calculus 
rather then a property of a logic. So one should be careful about choosíng as general 
calculus as possible in the sense of polynomial símulation. 
We shall work with sequent calculi for modal logics. The motivation of using 
natural deduction calculi in some cases in [15] rather then sequent calculi is that 
there is no need of cut elimination which is difficult in case of provability logics. 
However, we show that we can rnanage with a simple cut elimination in aur proofs 
it eliminates classical cuts only. Moreover, we consider sequent calculi a sufficiently 
general tool formalizing logic from the complexity point of view, see also 4.3.2, as well 
as well developed for modal logics. 
Our approach yields a simple and transparent proof of feasible interpolation in 
modal logics which we find, in case of normal modal logics, simpler than the one 
presented in [15]. However, [15] treats also logics we have not considered here, as e.g. 
84.1 and intuitionistic modallogic K. 
FDP for a wide class of modallogics, so called extensible logics, has been proved 
recently by Jeřábek [27] using Frege proof systems. Hence fea.'iible interpolation 
theorem and its consequences automatically apply to all these logics as well. 
It is natural to relate aur results to intuitionistic logic using well known transla-
tions from intuitionistic logic to logic 84, 84Grz which can be found e.g. in [13]. 
From this viewpoint, aur results generalize that for intuitionistic logic stated at [12]. 
As a consequence of feasible interpolation theorem we obtain, under an assumption 
that N Pn co N P% Pfpoly, the existence of harcl modal tautologies. 
However, recently it ha'> been shown by Hrubeš in [26] that modallogics K, K4, 
84, GL satisfy monotone feasible interpolation theorem and therefore harcl tautolo-
gies can be obtained without assumptions. 
For all this chapter, we consider L to be one of nonreflexive (i.e. not containing 
the schemaT) modallogics K, K4, K4Grz, and GL, or one of reflexive modallogics 
T, 84, and 84Grz. 
The chapter 4 is organized as follows: 
• Section 4.1: we uniformly define sequent calculi for modallogics K, K4, K4Grz, 
GL, T, 84, and 84Grz based on sets instead of multisets. Also following proofs 
are to be treated uniformly for all modal logics considered in this chapter. 
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• Section 4.2: we define the disjunction property for modal logic and overview 
our method of proving feasible disjunction property using modal sequent calculi 
with the cut rule. 
Subsection 4.2.1: we introduce the concept of the closure of a proof to treat 
information contained in the proof of modal disjunction which is relevant to 
decide which disjunct is true. The closure consists of the critical sequents 
and is closed under the cut rule. The closure can be managed in polynomial 
time. 
Subsection 4.2.2: we prove a restricted form of cut-elimination where we 
do not eliminate strong modal cuts. The cut elimination does not extend 
the closure of the original proof. We need a certain "almost cut-free" proof 
to reason about the closure of the original proof. 
- Subsection 4.2.3: we prove the main Theorem 4.2.6 feasible disjunction 
property. 
- Subsection 4.2.4: although it is not necessary for proving feasible interpo-
lation theorem, we prove feasible disjunction property also for a suitable 
class of modal formulas as assumptions. In an analogy with intuitinistic 
logic we call them Harrop. 
• Section 4.3: as a consequence of Theorem 4.2.6 we obtain a form of feasible 
interpolation theorem for modal logics. 
- Subsection 4.3.1: we discuss its complexity consequences- the existence of 
harcl tautologies. 
Subsection 4.3.2: we conclude with some remarks. 
4.1 Sequent calculi 
First we define modal sequent calculi used in this part of thesis. They extend the fol-
lowing classical system G: 
Definition 4.1.1. Sequent calculus G: 
A:::;.A 
r,A,B:::;.~ 
-=-~-'---:::------;- (\ -1 r,AI\B:::;.~ 
f:::;.A,B,~ 
-=---:---'---:::----,-- V-r f:::;.AVB,~ 
~ 
~ 
i 
l 
I 
I 
! 
j; 
!: 
1: 
jr 
1: 
r,A=>~ 
r ==> ·A, ~ •-r 
r ::;.. ~ weak-r 
r ==>A,~ 
r,A ==> ~ r,B ==> ~ 
A A V-l r, VB=>u 
r::;.~ 
r, A::;..~ weak-1 
r ::;.. ~,A A, II ::;.. A 
r, (II\ A) ::;.. (~\A), L: cut 
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There are few points to remark. First is that, from now below, we consider 
cedents to be sets of formulas and the comma is to be read as the set union. The rea-
son we have chosen sets is that we are interested rather in size of proofs than in 
their structural properties. In this context it is easier to do without the contraction 
rules. However, one should be careful to check all cases in cut-elimination. Therefore 
we stress in our notation that, in the cut rule, the cut formula is really cut away. 
The other rules are also to be understood this way - in fact we should write them as 
e.g. 
r, A, B::;.. ~ 
--:--:----:---'--:-'--..,...-----,-- A-l (f\A, B), A A B::;.. ~ 
Second point is that the initial sequents are of the form (A ::;.. A) for arbitrary for-
mula A rather then (p::;.. p) where p is a propositional variable. Note that the version 
with initial sequents (A::;.. A) for arbitrary formula A trivially polynomially simulates 
the o ne with (p ::;.. p) ( while the other direction is not in general polynomial). So our 
results hold for calculi with the atomic version of initial sequents as well. 
The last point is that we have included weakening rules in the definition. The rea-
son why we haven't built them into initial sequents and DL rules is technical since 
we are going to use SLD resolution we need critical sequents to contain only one 
formula in the antecedent (see below). 
A modal sequent calculus G L results from adding, if L extends T, the Dr rule: 
and the OL rule of the form: 
r, A::;..~ Dr 
r, DA::;.. ~ 
r*, d( A) ::;.. A 
or::;.. oA 
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where f* is a modification of r and d(A) is a so called diagonal formula. 
In the DL rule, all formulas from Df' DA are princi pal. 
For K and T, f* =rand d(A) T (or is just empty). 
For K4 and S4, f* = Df, rand d(A) = T (or is just empty). 
For GL, f* = Df, rand d(A) = 
For K4Grz, f* = Df, rand d(A) D(A -t DA). 
For S4Grz, f* = Df and d(A) = D(A -t DA). 
So for example the rule is the following: 
The reason why we have presented the rules uniformly is that proofs that follow 
run for all the logics similarly ( except S4Grz where we need to change the definitions 
and proofs slightly). 
Definition 4.1.2. A critical sequent is a sequent of the form Df => 
the conclusion of a DL inference. 
4.2 Disjunction property 
which is 
Dísjunction property for a modallogic L states that whenever a disjunction of the form 
DA0 V DA1 is a tautology of L, one of the disjunct DAi must be a tautology as well. 
The standard proof-theoretic argument proving DP uses a cut-free sequent proof 
system com plete for L. We start with a cut-free proof of the sequent (0 => DA0 V DA1) 
and consider it backwards. An easy observations leads to the conclusion that a sequent 
(0 => DA;) for some i must occur in the same proof. The absence of the cut rule is 
substantial here. 
Feasible Disjunction properly for a modal calculus L states that whenever a dis-
junction of the form DA0 V DA1 has a proof 1r in L, one of the disjunct DAí has 
a proof in L which can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of 1r. 
Since we are bounded by the size of the original proof, FDP is no more just 
a property of a logic but it is a property of a particular proof system. It is important 
to keep this in mind. 
'frivially FDP holds for cut-free analogues of modal sequent calculi CL defined 
above by the standard argument described above. But since cut-elimination is highly 
noneffective even in the classical case (the size of a proof can increase exponentially) 
this is not so interesting from the complexity point of view, especially when one is 
interested in lower bounds on size of proofs. We would like to prove it for a formulation 
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of sequent calculi with cuts which usually polynomially simulate usual Frege systems 
for the same logic. 
We present a simple proof of feasible disjunction property for sequent calculi G L 
(including the cut rule) defined above. Given a proof of a sequent (0 =? DA0 V DA1) 
we want to decide for which disjunct (0 =? DAi) is provable. Now it has to be done 
in time polynomial in the size of the original proof. 
The proof of FDP for GL goes as follows: 
• consider a G L proof 1r of (0 =? DA0 V DAI) 
• extract from 1r information sufficient for deciding the disjunction so that it can 
be treated in polynomial time ( the information is the closure of the critical 
sequents of 1r under the cut rule) 
• prove that there is an GL almost-cut-free-proof 1r' of (0 =? DA0 V DA1 ) such 
that its closure does not extend the closure of 1r (we need this since 1r1 can be 
of exponential size and so we cannot construct it and we have to do only \vith 
the closure of 1r) 
• consider 1f1 backwards to conclude that (0 =? DAi), for some i, is in the closure 
of 7r1, and hence in the closure of Jr. This means that (0 =? DAi) is provable in 
GL. 
4.2.1 The closure 
To extract, from a proof of a disjunction, information that is relevant for decidíng 
which disjunct is provable, we concentrate on critical sequents which constitute modal 
information contained in the proof (since there a modality is introduced to the succe-
dent). 
First we define the closure of a proof for all logics except S4G rz where we need 
to capture slightly more than the critical sequents: 
Definition 4.2.1. The closure of a proof 1r, denoted Cl(1r), ís the smallest set con-
taining the critical sequents from 1r and closed under cuts. 
The size of the set of all the critical sequents from 1r is obviously polynomial in 
the size of 1r. Since the closure contains sequents with just one formula in the succe-
dent we can test presence of a sequent in the closure in polynomial time using SLD 
resolution (simulating the closure under cut). 
Also a proof of any sequent from the closure Cl( 1r) can be obtained in polynomial 
time. We only need to consider the critical sequents of 1r together with their proofs 
(i.e., subproofs of 1r) for this argument: Fírst we construct a proof of the considered 
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sequent from some critical sequents of 1r usíng the closure. Then we add the proofs 
(taken from 1r) of those critícal sequents which were used. 
In contrast to the case of intuitionistic logic treated in [12] where the closure of 
a proof contains all sequents from the proof, we keep in the closure only information 
which is relevant in the modal sense, which means, only the critical sequents. 
For S4Grz, the closure is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.2.2. The closure of a Gs4crz proof 1r, denoted Cl(1r), is the smallest 
set containing the critical sequents from 1r, and for each critical sequent (Dr=? DA) 
also the sequent (Dr=? D(A -r DA)), and closed under cuts. 
So for each critical sequent (Dr=? DA), we moreover consider the sequent (or =? 
D(A -r DA)). Now we close all these critical and added sequents under cuts as before. 
As before, we can test presence of a sequent in the closure in polynomial time 
using SLD resolution. 
Note that the added sequents can be proved polynomially from the appropriate 
critical sequents: 
and so we can always construct a proof of a sequent from the closure in polynomial 
time. 
4.2.2 Cut elimination 
The next step is to eliminate cuts. 'vVe need to consider a certain 'almost-cut-free' 
proof backwards to show that feasible disjunction property holds, but all we have in 
hands is just the closure of the original proof. Therefore we prove the following form 
of cut elímination which does not extend the closure of the original proof. This means 
that all relevant information obtained in the almost-cut-free proof is already present 
in the original proof with cuts. 
In the case of modal logics, in contrast to [12], we do not need to eliminate all 
cuts. In fact, the cuts with the cut formula boxed and principal in both premisses of 
a DL inference, which are usually most difficult to eliminate (in the case of GL and 
Grz), need not be eliminated. This makes our argument simpler. Notice that cuts 
left in a proof are cuts on two critical sequents, whích means that both premisses as 
well as the conclusion of such a cut inference are in the closure of the proof. 
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First we consider L to be one of nonrefiexive logics K, K4, GL, K4Grz, or one 
of T and 84. The case of S4Grz needs some minor changes. 
Definition 4.2.3. An almost-cut-free proof is a proof in which all cuts are with 
the cut formula boxed and princi pal of a OL inference in both premisses. 
Theorem 4.2.4. Gut elimination for L either nonrefiexive or one oj T or 84: Let 
rr be a GmL proof oj the sequent r ::::? .6.. Then there is an almost-cut-free G L proof 
rr' oj the sequent r::::? .6. such that Cl(rr') ~ Cl(rr). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.4. For a cut elimination prooffor classicallogic based on 
sets see e.g. [50]. A proof for modallogics can be found in [46]. 
The rank of a cut inference is an ordered pair (w, h), where w is the weight of 
the cut formula, and h is the sum of the heights of the proofs of the premisses of 
a cut. 
We consider the pairs lexicographically ordered. 
The rank of a proof is the maximal rank of a cut occurring in the proof. There 
can be more then one such cut in a proof. 
The proof is by induction on the rank of the proof. The induction step is to eliminate 
all the cuts of the maximal rank. 
We start with a cut of the maximal rank. The main step is the following: Given 
proofs of the premisses of the cut where all cuts are of lower rank, we have to show 
that there is a proof of the conclusion using only cuts where the sum of the heights 
of the proofs of the premisses is lower or cuts with the rank lower than the rank of 
the cut we consider, which is, the rank of the proof. 
First we consider the cut formula not starting with the O modality. There are the fol-
lowing cases to distinguish: 
(i) The cut formula not principal in one premiss : we permute the cut inference up-
wards. 
(ii) The cut formula introduced by weakening in one premiss: then the cut inference 
is replaced by weakening inferences. 
(iii) One premiss is an initial sequent: then this cut inference does nothing and can 
be just removed from the proof. 
(iv) The cut formula principal in both premisses: then we use by induction hypothesis 
a cut(s) with the cut formula(s) of lower weight. 
All these classical steps are standard, for a reference see e.g. []. 
Eliminating cuts with a not boxed cut formula doesn't change the closure of the proof. 
Since neither of these steps adds a OL inference it cannot add any new critical se-
quent. 
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Now we consider the cut formula starting with the D modality. We distinguish the fol-
lowing cases: 
Elimination of a cut with the cut formula boxed and not princi pal of a DL inference 
in one premiss: there are following cases to distinguish: 
(i) The cut formula boxed and not princi pal in one premiss ( of any inference other 
then DL- this cannot occur with a nonprincipal boxed formula): we permute the cut 
inference upwards. This step doesn't add any new critical sequent. 
(ii) The cut formula boxed and introduced by weakening in one premiss: then the cut 
inference is replaced by weakening inferences. 
(iii) The cut formula boxed and one premiss is an initial sequent: then this cut infer-
ence does nothing and can be just removed from the proof. 
(iv) The cut formula boxed and principal of a Dr inference in one premiss and prin-
cipal of a DL inference in the other (only for T and 84). 
In the case of T, i.e. a D K inference: 
r '* A A, r' '* ,6. 
-=-----'------'::....::_- D K ---'------ Dr 
or :::;. DA DA, (f'\A) :::;. ,6. 
cut 
or, (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. 
we transform it as follows: (note that f' can possibly contain DA). 
r:::;.A oK 
or:::;. oA A,r':::;. ,6. 
or, A, (f'\DA) :::;. ,6. cut r:::;. A 
r, (Df\A), (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. cut 
r, or, (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. w~ak 
_....:.____.:......:....__:_____:___..: ___ Dr mferences 
or, (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. 
In the case of 84, i.e. a Ds4 inference: 
or '* A Ds4 A, r' '* ,6. 
or :::;. DA DA, (f'\A) :::;. ,6. 
or, (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. 
Dr 
cut 
we transform it as follows: (again f' can possibly contain DA). 
or :::;. A Ds4 
or :::;. o A A, r' :::;. ,6. 
or,A, (f'\DA):::;. ,6. cut or:::;. A 
(Df\A), f'\(DA, A):::;. ,6. 
~--~~~~~~----weak 
or, (f'\DA, A) :::;. ,6. 
cut 
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Neither of transformations above adds any new critical sequent and therefore it 
does not extend the closure of the proof. 
Cuts with the cut formula boxed and princi pal of DL inferences in both premisses are 
not eliminated. QED 
The main point which makes our argument simple is that eliminating cuts ( using 
a pretty standard argument) we do not use any new DL inference and therefore we 
do not add any new critical sequent and do not extend the closure. 
Note that only cuts on sequents from the closure of the original proof 1r can occur 
in an almost-cut-free proof 1r'. 
To obtain a similar cut elimination in the case of S4Grz, we change the concept 
of an almost-cut-free proof as follows: 
An almost-cut-free proof in Gs4crz may, besides the cuts on critical sequents, contain 
also cuts on sequents (Dr=> D(A-+ DA)) treated a.<:; added axioms. 
Theorem 4.2.5. Gut elimination for 84 Grz: Let 1r be a G S4Grz proof oj the sequent 
r => L).. Then there is an almost-cut-free Gs4Grz proof 1r1 oj the sequent: r => L). such 
that Cl(1r') ~ Cl(1r). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.5. The argument runs precisely as before. The only 
change is the following step: 
Elimination of a cut with the cut formula boxed and principal of a inference in 
one premiss and principal of a Ds4crz inference in the other (D denotes D(A-+ DA)): 
DD => A D A, r' => L). D 
S4Grz T 
Dr => DA DA, (r'\A) => L). 
Dr, (r'\ DA, A) => L). cut 
we transform it as follows: (again r' can possibly contain DA). 
Dr,DD =>A D 
S4Grz 
Dr => DA A, r' => L). 
Dr, A, (r'\DA) => L). cut Dr, DD =>A 
----~~~~~--~~~~~~--~-------cut (Dr\ A), DD, (r'\DA, A)=> L). 
Dr=> DD Dr, DD, (r'\DA, A)=> L). weak 
--------~~~~~~~~~--~--~----------cut (Dr\DD), (r'\DA, A, DD) => L). 
Dr, (r'\DA, A) => L). weak 
Here (Dr => DD) is added as a new axiom. The transformation does not add any 
new critical sequents and therefore it does not extend the closure of the proof. QED 
Again, all cuts in the almost-cut-free proof 7r1 are cuts on sequents form the closure 
of the proof 1r. 
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4.2.3 Feasible Disjunction Property 
Theorem 4.2.6. Feasible disjunction property: Let 7r be a G L proof oj (0 => DAo V DA1). 
Then we can construct in polynomial time a G L proof CJ oj (0 => DAi) for some 
iE{O,l}. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.6. By Theorem 4.2.4 or Theorem 4.2.5, there is an GL 
almost-cut-free-proof 1r' of the same sequent. We consider 7r1 backwards using the fact 
that cuts that can occur in 1r' are of the restricted form (both premisses of a cut are 
of the form (DA =>DC)). 
Consider the last step of the proof 1r'. 
• It cannot be a cut, since then the succedent DA0 V would be the succedent 
of one of the premisses of the cut, but it is not a single boxed formula. Neither it 
can be a cut (in case of S4Grz) of the other form, the same reason applies bere. 
• It cannot be a weakening inference since the empty sequent has no proof. 
• So it can be only a V inference and the sequent (0 => DA0 , DAI) is in 1r'. 
Now consider the sequent (0 => DA0 , DA1) and the step above it. 
• 1f it is a weakening inference, we have a sequent (0 => DA1) for some i in 1r'. 
• If it is a cut then the cut formula must be one of Otherwise the succedent 
(DA0 , DA1) would be the succedent of one of the premisses of the cut, but it is 
not a single boxed formula. lt cannot be the case that DA0 is in the succedent 
of one premiss of the cut while DA1 is in the other, unless one of them is the cut 
formula. But then we have a sequent (0 => DA1) in 1r' (it is a premiss of the cut). 
Consider the sequent (0 => DAi)· Again, consider the step above it. 
The step above can either be a DL infernce and hence (0 => DAi) is a critical 
sequent and therefore it is in the closure Cl(1r') and hence in the closure Cl(1r) and 
we are done. Or the step above can be a cut. But both premisses of such a cut are 
critical sequents from the closure Cl ( 1r') and hence in the closure Cl ( 7r). Then so is 
(0 => DAi) by the closure on the cut rule. 
We have shown that (0 => DAi) is in CZ(1r) for some i. Now we can construct its 
proof in time polynomial in the size of 7r. 
QED 
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4.2.4 Harrop hypotheses 
Feasible disjunction property also holds for a suitable class of formulas as assumptions. 
In an analogy with Harrop-Rasiowa formulas for intuitionistic logic [23], we define 
the following class of modal formulas and call them Harrop. We do not claim that 
they are the only formulas with this property. As in intuitionistic logic, this is an 
open problem to describe the class of all formulas under which disjunction property 
holds. 
Although we do not need the FDP with Harrop hypotheses to prove the feasible 
interpolation theorem, we include the proof here. It is going to be more complicated 
then the previous one. 
Definition 4.2. 7. L-Harrop formulas for a logic L are defined as follows: for a logic 
L extending T: 
H pJ.iJDHIDA- HIH AH 
for a logic L non-extending T: 
H := pJ.lJDAIDA- HIH AH 
where A is an arbitrary formula and p is any propositional variable. 
Remark 4.2.8. The disjunction property for modal logics as stated in this paper 
also holds for a class of formulas defined as above where we allow, instead of any 
propositional variable, any propositional non-modal formula. In that case we are 
not able to prove that it is feasible. Consider we have an almost cut-free proof of 
(r => DA0 V DAI), r a set of formulas as defined above. It can be the case that 
propositional non-modal part of r is inconsistent and the disjunction was, in the orig-
inal proof, introduced by weakening. We are not able to recognize this case inspecting 
the closure of the original proof which captures the modal information contained in 
the proof. Neither we are able to check in polynomial time whether a set of formulas 
is classically inconsistent. 
Stated in our language, Harrop formulas read as follows: 
for a logic L extending T: 
H := pJDHI·DAI·DA v HIH AH 
for a logic L non-extending T: 
H := viDAI·DAI·DA v HIH A 
The proof of FDP proceeds as in the previous case without hypotheses, we only 
extend our notion of the closure as follows: 
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Definition 4.2.9. The extended closure of a proof 7í m CL, denoted Cl+(7í), is 
the smallest set containing 
• the critical sequents from 7í, 
• the initial sequents of the form (DA:::} DA), 
• the sequents (OH:::} H) for all Harrop subformulas occurring in 7í, if L extends 
T, 
• the sequents (H1 1\ H2 :::} Hi) for i 
occurring in 7í 
1, 2 and for Hi a Harrop subformula 
• the sequents ( •DB V H, DA :::} H) for (·DB V H) a subformula occurring in 7í 
• (DH, •DH :::} 0) for H a Harrop subformula occurring in 7í if L extends T, or 
(DA, -,DA :::} 0) for DA a Harrop subformula occurring in 7í if L does not. 
and closed under cuts, left weakenings ( of course only by subformulas occurring in 7í 
to keep the closure finite), and right weakenings such that the conclusion have just 
one formula in the succedent. 
Inspecting previous proofs of cut-elimination one can observe that eliminating cuts 
we do not extend the extended closure of a proof. 
Lemma 4.2.10. Feasíble dísjunction property with hypotheses: Let 7í be a CL proof 
oj (r :::} DA0 V DA1) where r is a set oj Harrop formulas. Then we can construct 
in polynomial tíme a CL proof cr oj (r:::} DAi) for some i E {0, 1}. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2.10. To construct a proof in polynomial time our strategy 
is to find the appropriate sequent in the closure of the proof 7í. By Theorem 4.2.4 or 
4.2.5 there is an almost-cut-free proof 7í1 of the same sequent. 
Consider the proof 7í1 backwards. We claim that either of (r :::} DAi) is in 
the closure of 7í1, and hence in the closure of 7í. 
Any inference we reach before we reach a OL inference, a cut, or an initial sequent 
without passing a OL inference or a cut (let us call this part of 7í1 the lower part of 
7í1) has the property that its premiss(es) has (have) in antecedent again only Harrop 
formulas . So we can always continue considering a premiss. 
At the top of the lower part of 7í1 , we finally reach at each branch on the level 
before a DL inference or a cut, or on the level of an initial sequent, either of following 
situations: 
• (Df':::} DAi) where Df' are Harrop subformulas of r. 
Then by a similar argument as used in Theorem 4.2.6 we conclude that (Dr':::} 
DAí) E Cl+(7í'). 
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• (or' ::::} DB), where or' are Harrop subformulas of r and DB a subformula 
of a Harrop disjunction (-,OB V H) or of -,OB occurring as a subformula in 
r. Then by a similar argument as used in Theorem 4.2.6 we conclude that 
(or' *oB) E ct+(1r'). 
• (DB ::::} DB) where is a Harrop subformula of r. It is an initial sequent and 
it cannot have other form because of restriction to Harrop formulas. (DB ::::} 
DB) E Cl+(1r'). 
We have shown that all sequents from the top of the lower part of 1r' are in Cl+(1r'). 
Now we use the extended closure to conclude that (r DAi) is in the closure of 
1r' (to "restore" r in the antecedent using sequents from the top of the lower part of 
7f1 , the left inferences of the lower part of 7r1 , and the closure of 1r'). 
\Ve reason by induction on number of left inferences in the lower part of 1r'. 
• First step is there is no left inference in the lower part of 7r1• In this case there 
must be at least V-r inference introducing DA0 V DA1 followed by a weakening 
inference introducing say DA0 and we have (r::::} DA1) at the top of the lower 
part of 1r' and hence in the closure of 1f1 (or other way round); or a weakening 
inference introducing DA0 V DA1 and we have both (r ::::} DAí) at the top of 
the lower part of 1r1 and hence in the closure of 1r1• 
• Consider there are some left inferences in the lower part of 1r'. 
Observe that one-premiss inferences of the lower part of 1r' have the following 
property: if its premiss is in cz+ ( 7r1) then the conclusion is in cz+ ( 7r1) as well. 
For weakening it is obvious from definition of the extended closure. 
-- For a inference with DC principal we use a cut on its premiss and 
a sequent (DC * C) from Cl+(1r') to conclude that its conclusion is in 
cz+(7r1) as well. 
For a 1\-l inference with C 1\ D principal we use two cuts on its premiss 
and sequents ( C 1\ D ::::} C) and ( C 1\ D ::::} D) from C [+ ( 1r') to conclude 
that its conclusion is in cz+ ( 1f1) as well. 
For a ...,_1 inference with -.OC principal we use a cut on its premiss and 
a sequent (DC, -,oC * 0) from Cl+(1r') to conclude that its conclusion is 
in cz+ ( 7r1) as well. 
So if the last inference of 7f1 is one of these, we apply the induction hypotheses 
to its premiss and the result applies to its conclusion as well. 
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Consider the last inference of r.' is a left disjunction inference with (-.OB V H) 
princi pal: 
f', -.OB:::::} DAo V DA1 f', H * DAo V DA1 
f', -.DB V H * DA0 V DA1 
We first briefiy show that if ( L\, -.DB :::::} DC) E cz+ ( r.') then either ( L1 :::::} 
DC) E Ci+(r.') or (L\:::::} DB) E Cl+(r.'): 
Obviously, thanks the occurrence of -.DB, (L\, -.OB :::::} DC) is not a critical 
sequent. Consider possibilities how -.DB can have appeared: if closing under 
weakening, we have that (L\:::} DC) E Cl+(r.'). If closing under cut, the other 
premiss cannot be a critical sequent for the same reason the occurrence of -.OB. 
So it must be one of added sequents and the only possibility is (DB, -.OB:::::} 0). 
In that case DC must have been introduced by weakening and we have (L\ :::::} 
DB) E Ct+(r.'). 
Now we apply the induction hypothesis to the premisses of the left disjunction 
inference to obtain (f', -.OB:::::} DAi) E cz+(r.') and (f', H:::::} OAJ) E Cl+(r.'). 
As we have shown, tl1ere are two possibilities: 
- If (f' :::::} DAi) E Ct+(r.') we obtain by the closure under weakening 
(f', -.OB v H:::::} DA) E cz+(r.') and we are done. 
- If (f' :::::} DB) E Cl+(r.'), we use a sequent (-.DB V H, DB :::::} H) from 
the extended closure and obtain, by a cut, 
(f', -.OB V H:::::} H) E cz+(r.'). 
By another cut with (f', H:::::} OAJ) E Ct+(r.') we obtain 
(f', -.OB V H,:::::} OAJ) E Cl+(r.'). 
QED 
4.3 Feasible interpolation 
Theorem 4.3.1. Feasible interpolation theorem for modal logíc L: Let 1í be a G L 
proof oj 
Dx1 V O--.x1, ... , Dxn V 0--.xn :::::} DA0 V DA1 
Then it is possible to constr'Uct a circ'Uit C(x) whose size is polynomíal in the size oj 
1í S 'Uch that for every input a E {O, 1} n, if C (a) = i, then DA where we s'Ubstit'Ute for 
variables Xj j_, if aj O, and T, if aj = 1, is a L ta'Utology. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3.1. For given input a consider a proof resulting from 1r by 
substituting for variables x 1 ...L, if aj= O, and T, if aj 1. The new proof ends with 
the sequent (DTVD...L::::} DA0 [x/a] VDAI[xja]). (DTVD...L) is provable by a proof of 
constant size and thus by a cut we easily obtain a proof of (0::::} DA0 [x/a] VDAI[Xja]) 
of size polynomial in the size of the original proof. Now the corollary follows from 
the theorem 4.2.6- we can decide in polynomial time which disjunct is true and hence 
it can be computed by a circuit of polynomial size. QED 
The intuitive meaning of our version of the interpolation theorem is: if we fix 
truth valu es of common variables of A0 and A1 by D ( this means in all the accesible 
worlds) and we know the values, than, having a proof of 
we can check which of the disjuncts is true. 
The variables Xi are not required to be the only common variables of A0 and All 
but the other cases do not seem to be applicable. 
Moreover, if xi are the only common variables and A0 (i, iJ) V A1 (ff, Z) is a classical 
tautology with i, fl and z disjoint sets of variables, then 
is a L tautology: 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let the sequent (0::::} A0 (i,iJ) V A1(fJ,Z)) be provable in the calculus 
G (with fl and z disjoint sets oj variables). Then the sequent 
is provable in the calculus G L. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3.2. It follows from the Craig's interpolation theorem that 
there is an interpolant I(i) such that sequents (--.!(i) ::::} A0 (x, iJ)) and (I(x) 
A1 (ff, Z)) have G proofs. Then both (D--.l(i) DA0(i, iJ)) and (DI(i) ::::} DA1 (fl, Z)) 
are GL provable and so is (DI(i) V D--.I(x)::::} DA0 (x, iJ) V DA1(fj, Z)). 
Because 
, ... , Dxn V D--.xn ::::} Dl(x) V D--.l(i) 
is GL provable (it can be easily proved by induction on the weight of 1), we have by 
a cut 
provable in the calculus G L· QED 
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4.3.1 Complexity consequences 
The main aim of proving feasible interpolation theorems for a proof system is that it 
can be applied to prove lower bounds on size of proofs for the proof system. Sometimes 
lower bounds are obtained under plausible complexity assumptions like that factoring 
is harcl to compute. Since we have proved a general feasible interpolation theorem and 
not a monotone interpolation theorem, we cannot omit some complexity assumptions 
to obtain lower bounds for proof systems we consider. 
Since all modallogics we consider here are known to be PSPACE-complete ([33],[13]), 
we could use an assumption PSPACE~NP jpoly to derive the existence of modal tau-
tologies that have not polynomial size proofs. The point of using feasible interpola-
tion instead, however together with some complexity assumptions, is that it enables 
to construct concrete examples of harcl modal tautologies. 
We can use either Razborov's [42] method and obtain lower bounds under assump-
tion that there exist pseudorandom generators, or the method from [7] and obtain 
lower bounds under assumption that factoring is harcl to compute. 
We present here a simple argument ba..sed on ideas of Mundici [36, 37], Krajíček [29] 
and taken from Pudlák [40]. It uses a cryptographical assumption that there are two 
disjoint NP sets which cannot be separated by a set in P jpoly (this assumption follow 
e.g. from the one that factoring is not in P). Mundici used his argument to conclude 
that not all Craig interpolants in classical propositional logic are of polynomial size. 
Modifying his argument using Krajíček's idea we may use it to conclude that not all 
tautologies have polynomial size proofs. 
Corollary 4.3.3. LetL be one oj modallo_qics K, T, K4, 84, GL, K4Grz, S4Grz. 
Suppose N Pn co- N P ~ P jpoly. Then there are tautolo_qies which do not have proojs 
in G L oj size polynomial in the síze oj the proved jormula. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.3.3. Suppose there are two NP disjoint sets X and Y 
which cannot be separated by a set in P jpoly. Let n be a natural number. Now define 
the disjoint sets X n {0, l}n and y n {0, 1}n by {ai:=Jb--,A0(a,b)} and {al3c·AI(a,c)} 
where A0 , A1 are propositional formulas of size polynomial in n. Since the sets are 
disjoint, A0 V A1 is a classical tautology and the sequent (0 =? A0 (x, fi) V A1(x, z)) is 
provable inG. By Lemma 4.3.2, the sequent 
is provable in GL. If it had a polynomial size proof, we would have by Theorem 4.3.1 
a polynomial si ze circuit separating X n {O, 1 }n and Y n {O, 1 }n, which is a contra-
diction. QED 
Another consequence of feasible interpolation theorem is a speed-up between clas-
sical propositional calculus and modal calculi. Such a speed up would follow already 
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from the assumption that PSPACEiNP fpoly but without concrete examples of tau-
tologies that separate the two systems in this sense. 
Corollary 4.3.4. LetL be one ofmodallogics K, T, K4, 84, GL, K4Grz, S4Grz. 
Then, as8umíng that factoring is not computable in polynomial time, there is more 
then polynomial speed-up between proof8 in propositional classical calculus and proofs 
in L. 
PROOF OF CoROLLARY 4.3.4. In [7], concrete examples of propositional tautolo-
gies are constructed that have polynomial size proofs in classical propositional logic 
and cannot have polynomial size proofs in any system admitting feasible interpolation 
theorem. QED 
4.3.2 Concluding remarks 
Since feasible disjunction property for a wide class of modallogics, so called extensible 
logics, has been proved by Jeřábek [27] using Frege proof systems, feasible interpola-
tion theorem and its consequences automatically apply to all these logics as well. 
Our results also relate to intuitionistic logic using well known translations from 
intuitionistic logic to logics S4, S4Grz which can be found e.g. in [13]. We only use 
the following form of the translation: 
• Po Op; j_ o = j_ 
• (A(\ B) 0 (A0 (\ B 0 ) 
• (A V B) 0 = (DA0 V DB0 ) 
• (A B)0 = D(A0 ---+ B 0 ) 
The sequent calculi we have chosen are, from the complexity point of view, as 
general as possible. In particular, they polynomially simulate various other structural 
formulations of sequent calculi ( e.g. versions with atomic axioms, with multisets 
instead of sets, cut free versions), as well as appropriate standard Frege systems. It 
has been shown by Jeřábek [27] that all Frege systems for a wide class of modallogics, 
called extensible logics, are polynomially equivalent. So our results apply to most of 
proof systems for modal logics that are used. 
A natural and desired next step would be to prove a monotone version of feasible 
interpolation theorem. 
From our proof of uniform interpolation, one cannot guess how the circuit looks 
like. We only use the fact that polynomial time computations can be treated by 
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polynomial size circuits (see e.g. [?]). So we did not go further to investigate the pos-
sibility to prove monotone feasible interpolation theorem using the same method, 
where a monotone circuit of polynomial size is required to be extracted from a proof. 
This would enable to remove complexity assumptions from lower bounds statement. 
However, it has been shown in much recent work of Hrubeš [26] using a different 
method that modal logics K, K4, 84, GL satisfy monotone feasible interpolation 
theorem, and concrete examples of hard tautologies has been presented that require 
Frege proofs with exponential number of proof lines. 
\ 
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Errata. 
• p. 25 Proof of Corollary 2.2.14. the removed symbol should be "I". 
• p. 94 the missing reference reads: 
C. Papadimitriu, Computational complexity, Addison-Wesley, 1994. 
• p. 91 DA0 (x, ff) v DA1 (y, Z) should be DA0 (x, y) v DA1 (x, z) instead. 
